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IMXXQDUCFION 

Purposes of the Research 

In 19-93 the International Baccalaureate diploma iIB1 was offered by 505 
international and national schaals in 73 countries throughout the world. 
It is the only international university entrance qualification in existence. 
The governments, education authorities and individual schools which 
have variously aiwptpd or adopted it around the globe are part of a rather 
unique venture in international educational couperation. This study 

f he investigation h 4  b e n  promp'ed by the researcher's own 
participation at national and star ministerial level (from 14% to 1989) in 
questions concerning the applicaility of the IB to government and 

examinations o~erating world-wide, haw did its standards compare with 
national curricula a t  the same level, which disciplines were compulsory 
or optional, how mstly was it, what were the procedures for introducing 
it into a schrml, what were the benefits (if any), how readily were IB 
diploma holders accepted into universities in different countries? The 

tf I rrefnre - considered that the answers to these and other questions 
cuncrming the provenance, academic credentials and university 

derision was brought into effect and how the IB was then gradually 

the impact of political, social, economic and fechica1 factors on the 
adoption and irnplernen:atio~ of the 10. The strengths and weaknesses of 
the aims, academic standards, cumiculum content and subject profile of 
:he 13, while not the fows of this study, are of necessity important 
technicaf elements of policy analysis. The record of university acceptance 
is m additional technical aspect or outcome which influences decisions 
concerning the adoption of the IB by a schcrill or government. The 
tez~aach will have at least partidly succeeeted if the reader is left with a 
greater understanding of !he processes oF educational ploliq making and 
irnp!ementation at  an international level, and with an appreciation of 
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the u~vdoprnent af <he Id (including some knowledge of its technical 

The purposes of the research may then be suntmarised in the following 
way. Tkis study seeks to analyse the poliw formation and 
impiem~ntation processes leading t o  the creation of the IB diploma and 
the f B  Office in Cznrva. The anaiysis extends over time from the 
beginning stages of poii,-j. fnrsr,rtion in the 1920s tf~rtrugh to the final 
izp~ernentati&n stage at the International School of Geneva and then in 
other trial scfimls during the 1969s and 70s. 

Since the first students pained their diplomas in 1971 the expanded 
ciientele now includes many students for whom the IB was not 
originally intended. During the analysis any policy shifts by the IB Mfice 
wif: be examined, particularly those relating to: 
a conscious effort to attract national (as distinct from internationa!) 
schimls; or 

. policy changes as a response to interest from national 
schmi systems. 

(A distinction between international and national schools is provided in 
the "Definition of Terms" section of this chapter.) 

The focus of the study is policy formation and implementation: how and 
why written or understood policies were wrived at for the creation of the 
IB and its organisation, and how 'he policies were put into effect. 

There will bp occasions when policy outmmes will be addressed although 
they are not the z~ajfrr emphasis of this research; policy evaiuation i s  
included in the final stage (execution) of the implementation phase. 

The poiicy process approach of this study i s  descriptive; i t  is an ariaIysis of 
what h@; happened, not what was intehdrd to happen. 

Research Q ~ e s t i e ~  

A more detailed specification of the purpose of the researeh can be stated 
in question form as fallows: what combination of factors have created, 
sustained and led to the expansion of the 187 When this question is 
addressed from a policy analysis perspective, the research question for 
this study ko rncs :  

What are ihe characteristics of policy formation and implementation 
which led to the establishment of the IB diploma and the IB Office? 
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t,wtrrbutior to thz Histilry the 1B 

A numjer ui dm-:orat and Fasters theses have k n  written concerning 

the i13 i ' r i f i -x  

i;nclu&ng -me world figures) and the factors which influenced their 
actions in relation to the nistaricaf development of the IS. T h i s  approach 

retersoKs Sctrwls A r r a s  frontiers :I487! is a very g ~ d  account of the 
;,.-~!st!on i\i the IR (and United hror!6. CoIieges) but unashamedly from 

icntri'~utii~n to techniqui~ in ihat field of research; 

..!I; unique educitiijna!, SF;;,;S:~ :qhii;S. fraverws naliona: [mntiprs the 
meation and fltabii.;hmei.,i ,=if thc 18 meri;ifs iir~ie tfi-eon; ii may 
prcv:&e i;ri;>ertnnt clues t s  other forms ai educaiional for non- 
dui+dtiOP >ah, ~ % ,  -- p -p-. .c? inbtiat~r-es across countries as weii as painting the 
wav for iis contiruinp deve!nprt~ena. 'The IR may be fustly numbered 
among the most ~ i~ni i i r 'ant  attempts at intemationaikdueational 
i'stH-rd* ~ ~ ~ i r i ~  . X  rrf - the twer-tieth century' fHuwn br Postiethwaite 1985: 
;l&%?. The analysis of policy fritmator, and iii~plernt=ntation in relation 
tv :he creatiiln and ~stabiishrnent of the IB diyioma should therefore 

-. 
i ni; historical ~tudv  shnuid errf assistance .er governments, ducatit?n 
autho--ties or individual schools in countries wishing: 

ti? i~ndzrstand how current IR policy statements develnpd: and 
to fomu',a:e a d  implement f B  policy fur the future. 



Researeh into policy formation and implementation aids the 
improvement of thsse p r e s s e s  as well as k i n g  of theoretical interest. It 
can be valuable in providing a better understanding of the feasibility of 
p l i c i ~ s  in the public domain: studying policy causation and execution 
"can be quite relevant to determining optimal or desirable action where 
one's goals logically include political feasibility" (Nagel 1980: 31). The way 
in which the policy is formed (accurate prebiem definition, how 
aggregation occurs, the deg re  of consuItation with interest groups, 
bringing the issue kfore  @icy makers, discussion with funding 
organisations and individuals) and brought into effeet (turning the 
decision into operational objectives which guide planning and 
organisation so the policy can be applied) will contribute to its acceptance, 
:hat is, to popk  taking the desired action. 

The cross-national perspective of this study will enable the development 
of broader theories of the cause !and effer3s) of public palides than is 
possible by working within a single country (Nagel 1980: 32) . 

The study contributes to knowledge a b u t  international policy making 
and implementation processes in education. It is suspected that few such 
studies exist. A policy analysis study of IB development has not been 
made so far as this twiter is aware. 

Research can influence the ctlnceptualisation and the frame of reference 
of those involved in policy making and implementation (Weiss 1982: 
28'3-S). .An original conceptual framework has been developed for this 

-F%. inmrei.ticai kizii-~;;edg.. --A 
-- .. .,'m - *--. -:m '- ,h" -1; . r a r x u  ar.dYa*a vf y r a r x s r s  c r l  ISVF )IVs~Cy y Y - ~ ~ -  

domair? will assist administrators to engage more prsrduciively in, and to 
improve their understanding of, the mediation process at the levels of 
schools, education authorities and aovernmenk (Harman, 1980a: 53) . 
This study wiii also assist the formation and implementation of 
at government, education authority or school level; rt will give some 
insight inti, how policies have been formed and effectuated and therefore 
could be formed and effectuated. While this thesis is descriptive research, 
there is always some prescriptive, not just historical, value which 
accrues. Policy oriented research is an aid t~ administrators when 
forming and overseeing the implementation af policy, Insofar as 
infornation conveys power, research strengthens the hand of 
administrattrrs against the many pressure groups in the policy making 
arena. Research i s  also helpful in planrhing the details of impleme~ttation 



by identifying abstacles, including the opinions and attitudes of those wha are 
likely to opww implemntation of a plicy, a d  prhays wtig nut solurions io 
overcoi:le thew obstacles in trials with pilot groups (Hum 6 Postlelhwaite 
eds 1 9 E ~  3958). 

Definition at Terns 

The tern "plitics" is used m two ways It may refer to the art of 
government and conflicting parties involved in elections. It may also 
have a wider connotation concerning interest and power conflicts 
amongst groups or individuals, quite unreiatd to party politics in 
government. 

~t is clear from the literature on policy analpis that various 
i .erpretations of the terminology associated with the word "policy" 
m i s t  These interpretations are linked to particular models of the policy 
process rrrtuch will ke discussed ir. Chapter 2. It is important to avoid 
confusion k a u s e  the specific definitions ass~rmed by policy analysts 
derermne the questions to be asked, the data to Oe collected, the 
rnethodologv to be used and the analysis which results. 

The tepm "policy" i s  !m general to allow for a meaningful definition; the 
word on its own Ieads to various interpretations which encompass some 
irr ali of policy formation, statement. implementation, outcomes and 
evalaatian. 

Harman 1198Qa: 56) &fines policy as "basical!y a course of action nr 
inaction towards th. accomp!ishment of some intended or desired end." 
The focus is clearly on both the intended and actual outcomes as the 
consequence of tmplementinp, an agreed-upon course of action. This 
definition exclt~des fnrmatiogfhowand wGy a statement of policy was 
arrived at: and evaluation. It is also not concerned with the p l i cy  
statement itself but commences with the action (or inaction) stage. 

-'Public poiicy is what governments choosr to do or not to do'? (Dye 
Understanding Public Poiiq Prentice Hall 1972 in Mitchell 1984: 137). The 
emphasis here is on implementation, an the translation of official 
sta ternents into programs of action or inaction, Other activities of the 
pc-:icy process are subordinate to what governments do. 

In f durational Palxry: hljrairi ,  Stsurhve and Justification {New York, 
Dayid McKay, 1976 in Mitcheil 19%: 137) D. Kerr defines palicy as 
'sornrthlng one undertakes with particular intentions and purposes in 
mind ' The formation stage n a y  be the starting point of ths undertaking, 



and evaluaeion may be a purpose which was envisaged beyond the 
outcomes, but their inclusion is ambiguous. Kerr's definition 
encompasses the implementation and outcorn? stages. 

Clay & Schaffer (1984: 3) W the policy process 3s a sequence of complex 
analytical activities culminating in a decision which is then 
implemented and reviewed. The "complex analytical activities" leading 
to a decision mrnpris  the policy formation stage which produces a policy 
statement. This is followed by impIemenlztion ar.d the actual outcomes 
whjch result Evaluation then takes place. 

These examples show that definitions of the term "pa1icy"or "policy 
process" are often incomplete or emphasise different aspects. 
Unequlvocd definitions of pllcy-related terms must be established in 
order to understand the questions which direct [his research. 

The following definitions apply in this study 

Policy is synonymous with policy statement which is a collection of 
considered words or thoughts c ~ n s t i t ~ ~ t i n g  a "standing decision" that will 
guide action in relation to a particular issue. Rhis combines elements of 
delinie ,ns by Bhowon 1989.9 and Edau Prewiit 1973: 465) . 

Policy formation is synonymous with poliey making: it is a sequence of l 
actwities leading to the production of a policy. 

Policy implementatian is the translation and adapt~tion of official 
statements (policies) into plans and programs of action, 

I 
Policy outcomes are the end-pmducts of policy implementation. 

Palicy evaluation is determining the extent to which the actual outcun~es 
march the nriginal concer rton of intentions. 

Yalicy-m comprises .:l1 of the broad phases :dentifid in Figure 1.1; 
that is, from fornration and implementation of a polic; statement 
through to its outcomes and evaluation. 

Format~on~tatrtment~Impiementation~~utcomes~~valuation 

Figure 1 I Phases of the Policy Process 

4ny one nr more of these steps may be found in definitions of policy or 
policy prwess The phases are not nece.Wly linear but interactive (as 
shown); phasos tan occur simuItaneausly such as formation, 
implementation and evaluation. Evaluation can and usually does occur 
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ct each step of the procss; the palicy statement itself may be adjusted as a 
result of feedback during implementakion. 

The term "paiicy analysis" means an analysis of all or part of the pslicy 
process as shown in Figure 1.1. This study is concerned with the first 
three elements: formation, statement 2nd implementation. The feedback 
which inevitabiy occurs between policy formation and implen~entation 
i s  an evaluative process and is iacluded as part of the final stage of the 
implementation phase. This recognises that valuable signals will come 
from the p l i cy  recipients once the policy has been put into practice. 
Other actors concerned with forming and planning the implementation 
af a policy also provide important reactions which lead to adjustments 
and refinements along the way. 

The analysis or' the process as defined above may be more prescriptive, 
focusing on :niended methods of formation, implementation, outcomes 
and evaluation whereas others may be moredescriptive, focusing on the 
c l i f i i i r f  foirnaticn, implementation, oufcomes and evaluation of policies. 

Intrrnafionn: and Nctionnl Schools 

An international school is not easily defined. There are directories of 
them produced annually by or-anisations to which these schools can 9 
belong: ECIS (European C o u ~ a I  of International Schoois), ISS 
(Inter~ational Schools Services) and ISX (International Schools 
Association). We know w h o  they are and where they are but not exactly 

they are. However it is clear that thew schollls are driven by an 
ethos which distinguishes them from national schools. This ethos may 
be definrul as preparing students for global ciS&enship by building on the 
principles of tolerance, international cooperation, justife and peace. 

kfatiheiqs <!99S: 8344) concludes that the following two characteristics, 
f o ~ n d  oniy in international schools, contribute to this ethos: 
. the diversity c ~ f  input from teachers and stiidmts representin;: many 
different nalionalitie* and cu1t~:res; and 

. ihe sociat adaptahrliiy and openness of the students. 
~ h . .  s kirrter, . ' being the headmaster of an international bilingual school, 
having visited a number of international schools in Europe and Asia, 
art2 n+ih a background of teaching and sdministering in a national 
system, agrees that these characteristics stand out when one crosses the 
threshoid or i~tertiational schools. Taking into consideration tRis and 
some other aspects, tke witer's definitions of international and national 
schools ialinw, 

AII international school is one whose studeitts and staff are 
representative of a numher of cultural and ethnic origins, where the TB 
and/or a number of different national courses and examinations are 
offered and where tke ethos is one of internationalism as distinct from 
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nationalism. Such schools: 
, may serve a local and varied expatriate community of business people, 
diplomats, armed forces personnel; 

. may attract resident students from all over the world; 

. are usuaily either proprietary school$ owned and controlled by one or 
two individuals, or are private schools governed by a Soarb of 
directors consisting mainly of parents; and 

. are usually fee-paying or scb,nlarship-funded (such as the United World 
Colieges) or both. 

A national school is one whose students and staff are predominantly 
from one cnrzntry, where the curriculum and examinations of that 
counhy or.ly are offered. and where the ethos is national as distinct from 
international. National schmls: 
. serve principally the students of one nationality; 
. are usually located within the one country where they may be 

gaverrment or private fe9-paying schools with a parent governing 
bix3r.l: md 

. may be located ovei-seas to serve their own expatriates such as the 
numerous American, British and French schools, many of which are 
funded and staffed by the national government at home and some of 
which are private. 

Cole-Baker, headmaster of the International %hoof of Geneva during the 
1460s and one of the principal proponents of the IB, makes the following 
observations about international education. Both international and 
national schools (as defined above) may offer an international education. 
In an international school it  is more a frame of mind. Within an 
international school representing many cultural differences one can 
create an environment in which suspicion and hatred disappear; the 
formal curriculum is a contributing factor, but the personal contact 
among;: students and staff is more powerful. 

In a national school it depends very rnitch on an analysis of haw and 
u k y  certain biases are formed. 

Che can only judge xmething through personal ewfienm. Oncc ore forms an 
oginian one is immediately biasd. To haw the inlemational state of mind one mast 
be able to gelf analyse one's biam and mnsidm the conditions under which the bias 
was f o d ,  which m y  be quite different kom the situation when the mnditions 
are mt again (Cole-&&er correspondence 7989). 

Here the formal curriculum plays a more important role in the absence 
of a Eldtturafly varied student and staff population: it gives the personal 
experience in the classroom which will prompt the students to reflect on 
existing cultural biases. CoIe-Baker sees international education in terms 
of intercultural understanding - this is the basis on which the IB progiam 
was predicated. 



This study's focus is the process by which policy statements are 
formulated and then implemented. Evaluation is not considered as a 
separirte part of the policy process but as an ongelng acti~ity of particular 
importance when the policy has been implemented. CLtcomes d o  not 
form another phase of the policy p r m s  but are implicit in the 
underlying evaluative action whereby outcomes are compared with the 
original conception of intentions. 

Analysis of curriculum content and comparisons with national curricula 
at the same le-~el, examination methods, pedagogical issues related to 
curriculum delivery and the subject profile of the I 8  diploma, academic 
stanjards, careers of IB diploma holders, student feedback concerning the 
IS experience, and university acceptance statistics are treated sufficiently, 
according to their importance in clarifying policy formation and 
implementation. None of these aspects forms a major focus of this study. 

The analysis of the development of the IB and the IB Office is not a 
presrript~rr study concerning what was intended; it is a descr ip t~ve  
analysis of what has happened. 

This research is concerned with events leading to written and unwritten 
poiic~es re!ating to the establishment, development and acceptance of the 
IB. It is not concerned with events and statements about curriculum 
content or examination procedxres unless any changes in these areas 
have a major impact on decreasing or increasing the number of IB 

The time frame of this study encompasses events from 1920 leading up to 
a decision in the early 1%0s to create an IB and its subsequent 
implementation up  to 1978. 

Once the 13 was d~vefoped and the IB Offiee established, reference is then 
made to pilot schools and other schools which adopted the program It 
would be interesting to analyse rvhy schools decided not to become 
1nvoIved with the TB: that is, hr w and why did they arrive at their policy 
of non-acceptance? It is more difficult, but certainty not impossible, to 
locate schools which have considered adopting the IB and then decided 

'The Intsrnationaf Baccalaureate 

W h l  is it? 

f t  is a two-year pretertiarg international curriculum for secondary 
students leading to an IB diploma on successful completion of the course. 
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Certificates are awarded for individual subjects where the whole diploma 
mdse is not attempted or not satisfactorily completed. 
The aims of the I 8  Office have always been: 
. to promote international understanding within the context of 
intellectual rigour and academic excellence in the final years of 
secondary school; 

. to service the internationally mobile community by 
- providing t2e IB diploma which gives access to higher education 

world wide; 
- providing a common grogram which minimizes dislocation in the 

education of children as they ;;love from country to country. 
. to work in collaboration with national education systems i;r developing 

a rigorous, balanced and international currimlum. 
A further aim has developed over time: 
. to provide an internaticnal educational experience and ready access to 
universities in other countries for students in national sckmls. 

While there is an element of internal assessment in some subjects, 
externally marked examinations are the principal means of assessment 
In 1993 there were some 1150 individual examiners around the world; 
marks are moderated and c+ordiiated by chief examiners. 

h 1993 almost 20,WO candidates from 505 schools in 73 countries took IB 
exams. 

Students sitting the full diploma must take one subject from each of the 
following groups: 
Group l Language A (first language) including the study of selections 
from world literatwe. 
Gmuu 2 Language B (second laneage) or a second language A with more 
ern~hasis on lineuistics. 
G F ~ U ~  3 indivi&mls and Societies - one subject from history, geography, 
economics, philosophy, psychology, social anthropology or organisation 
I% management studies. 
Group Q Experimental Sciences - one subject from the fields of biology, . 
chemistry, physics, psychology or environmental systems. 
Croup 5 Mathematics includin~ a choice of comDlatinn 
~ r o u b  6 - one subject from the20110wing: art/d~sign,"music, Latin, 
classical Greek, computing studies, theatre arts or a school-based syllabus 
approved by XBO (e.g. drama, peace studies, political theory) or a second 
subject from any of groups 2,3 or 4. 

Examinations in subjects o&ier than the many languages A or B which 
are offered, can be taken in English, French or Spanlsh, the offidal 
languages of the IB Organisation. Three subjech are taken at  higher level 
(a minimum of 240 hours over two years) and three at subsidiary !eve1 (a 
minimum of 150 hours over two years). 
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In addition, diploma cand~dates must: 
. submit an extended essay (of some 4000 words) in one of the TB subjects 
for external assessmen,; 

. f ~ l l a n  a course in the Theory of Knowledge (of 100 hours) which is 
internally assessed and externally moderated; and 

. engage in CAS (Creativity, Action and Service) for one half day pet 
week. 

The extended essay is like a mini-thesis; the studen* must research a topic 
in one of ths subjects being studied and produce a document for external 
examination under the guidance of a supervising teacher. Originality and 
the use of appropriate research techniques are aptly rewarded. The 
following titles give a feeling for the imaginative work which has taken 

Beach Culture in Connecticut 
Religious Imagery in "Wuthering Heights" 
A Case Study of a Paris Taxi Rank - I)o Drivers Rice Discriminate? 
Promokinnal Tactics of Contemporary Museums and Galleries 
The Twilight Zone: Four Dimer,sional Space 
An investigation of the Rubik's Cube and Tetrahedron 
An Investigation into Lead Pollution 
The Trajectory of a Calf Ball 
An Analysis of the Debt Crisis in Mexico 

The Theory of Knowledge is a philosophy-based subject. Its purpose is to 
"stimulate critical reflection upon the knowledge and the experience o i  
students both inside and outside the classrmrn" (TB Office 1985)+ CPIS is 
included to provide some respite from the intensity o i  !he academic 
program and to ensure that all students have the opportunity to cultivate 
Interests and ereathe talents, and to give of themselves through service 
to those iess fortunate, This program may include music, drama, art, 
dance, yoga, Model United Nations club computer activiti~s such as 
desk-top publishing, assisting the physically or aentally handicapped 
and the m&ical!y ill or aged, and environmental projects in the 
community. 

The IB course is generally recognised as comprehensive, academically 
rigorous and challenging. It is accepted by all major universities 
throughout the world, a n u m k r  of which offer advanced placement for 
good results in particular IB subjects. A May 1989 Tasmanian TB graduate 
from the W C  of the Adriatic at Trieste was offered places at the 
universities of Oxford, Cambridge, Harvard and Yale He went to 
Harvard. A May 1991 Austrian IB graduite from the hternational School 

S of Sopfiia Antipolis (France) was accepted at Oxford. 

The IB is unique. It is the only international par-university course 
available to schools throughout the world. In addition, all courses are 
offered in three languages - English, Sranish and French - enabling 



Baccilaurea'te is not to be confused with a qkalikcation which caters for a 
number cf national groups during the last years of semndary education 
called the European Baccalaureate, an examination offered for the first 
time in 1959 in the 7 (later to became 9 )  European Schmls set up by 
agreement between member states of the European Community. Their 
purpose is to provide a national education w:thin a multinational 
environment for the children of staff employed in the institutions of t h ~  
Ebaopean Community. They cater for students from 4 - 19 years of age 
and are each organised in separate language sections such as: French, 
German, English, Dutrh, Italian, Danish, Greek. Holland, Italy, 
iuxemburg and the UK each have one such school, Germazly has two 
and Belgium three. It is not an international examination. 

Since 1984 France has been offering a French Baccalaureate with an 
International Option which is taken by some students in France and in a 
few French l y c h  in the USA and the UK. The International Option 
consists of teaching half of the histary/geography course together with a 
language and literature course in a language other than Fench at native 
speaker level. Bil~ngual competence in French and the other language is 
eventlially required to succeed. 

The University of Cambridge Local. Examinations Syndicate has 
developed an International General Certificate of Secondary Education 
KXZSE) which is offered as a pre-IB, pre-'A' Levels qualification to 
English speakers throughout the world at the end of grade 10 or 5th form 
In Britain. Some 500 students in a number of European schools sat this 
exami~ation for the first time in June 1988. This is the international 
version of the GCSE examinations which have now replaced the GCE 
"U" Levels in the UK. There are currently some70 000 subject entries 
thr~ughout the world. 

The International Schools Association (ISA) has developed primary and 
pre-13 cumctla for the first five years of secondary education; some 
international schools throughout the worid are trialling these courses. 
The Tasmanian Educatron Department's Health Education curriculum 
has been of great interest to the ISA 

Hzstorical Perspecttve 

The IB owes its existence to the determination and vision of people such 
as Mr Eesmond Cole-Baker, headmaster of the English Language Seetion 
of the international School of Geneva in the 1%0s. W ~ t h  the aid of fund: 
from !J5ESCO and the Ford Foundation he was able to enthuse a group 
of educators cenlered around the International School of Geneva and the 
International SchwIs Association (ISA) to produce internatianal 
curricula and examinations for the last years of secondary school. Dr Afec 
Peterson, director of the Department of Educational Studies at Oxford 



University, became involved in the work taking place in Geneva and 
then was appointed the first director-general of the IB organisation in 
1967. So it was that the IB evolved in the mid 1960s to provide: 
. a portable qualification recognised world-luide for the children of 
ir~ternationally mobile expatriates; and 

. a curriculum that would give students an international perspective, 
especially in literature, history and the social sciences. 

A chronological review of the most significant events in the history of 
the development of the IB follows. 

The Internahonal School of Geneva was founded in 1524. In 1925 the 
director, Paul Meyhoffer, circulated a questionnaire to seventeen 
European leaders in educational reform proposing a "Maturitk 
Internationale" (international university entrance curriculum and 
examination). There is no record of the responses (Peterson 1987: 15). 
Nevertheless world geography and history courses were developed =d 
taught at the school during the 1930s by Monsieur Dupuy and Madame 
Maurette, headmistress from 1929-1949 (Qats 1952: 26-28). 

Across the Atlantic the United Nations International School (UNIS) was 
founded in New York in 1447 to serve an internationally mobile group of 
students in the same way as the International School of Geneva. 

In 1948 Mr Kees Baeke, director of the Werkplaats International 
Children's Community in Bilthoven (Holland), persuaded the Education 
Division of Uh'ESCO to convene a meeting of the heads of some 
European schools wishing to develop an international outlook. Thus the 
firzl meeting of what was to become in 1951 the Conference of 
Internationally Minded Schools took place in Paris in 1949 with 
Monsieur Roquette, headmaster of the International Schwl of Geneva, 
as inaugural president (Minutes of the Conference of Principals of 
International Qhools 1949). The aims of the organisation were to provide 
training for teachers, to establish student and teacher exchanges, to strive 
for the recognition by all countries of the equivalence of university 
degrees and to work towards the provision of international university 
entrance diplomas. At the instigation of this group, the following year 
Monsieur Roquette ar,d hlr Bill Oats (an Australian) organised at the 
International School of Geneva a Conference for Teachers Interested in 
International Education. Teachers from Germany, France, the United 
Kingdom, Ireland, Norway, Holland, Switzerland, USA and Australia 
attended (Course for Teachers Interested in International Education: 
Final Report 19%). The Conference agreed on a definition and aims for 
international education and concluded that it was not desirable to have 
common international examinations as the needs of each country were 

:n 1951 the International Schools Association (ISA) was established with 
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the assistance of UN officiitls ta address problems related to international 
sc500ls throughout .he world. The aims of this association were to 
provide a regular consultative service to international schwhols 
concerning pedagogical and administrative questions and to establish a 
common academic level of programs and examinations amongst 
lnternational schools. The ISA was granted Category B status (that is, a 
relationship of consultation and information) with UNESCO in 1966 
(UNESCO Executive Board Document 70 EX/20,1%5). The Conference of 
Internahonally Minded Schools, who* meetings were always held at 
UNESCO House in Paris, merged with ISA, which was based in Geneva, 
in 1967; membership of both organisations had always been world wide 
and was not restricted to Europe. 

In 1955 ISA formed the International Schools Foundation based in New 
York with the purpose of "raising money for international schools" (ISA 
Annual Conference Report 1968). This became International Schools 
Services, currently based in Princeton, New Jersey, which publishes an 
annual directory of infernational scho~ls  and provides various wvices 
such as teacher recruitment and professional development workshops. In 
1955 the Ford Foundation granted US$85 000 to UNE for the 
development ot international curricula USA Fourth Assembly Minukes 
1955) At about the same time the ISA was interested in the problems of 
teaching many different national programs in the same school. In 1961 
Desmond Cole-Baker, of the International School of Geneva, loaned his 
hzad of history, Robert Leach, to ISA as a travelling consultant to 
determine the need for an international univer-ity entrance 
examinasion. 

Leach's report recognised such a need and in 1962 an ISA Conference of 
Teachers of Social Studies in International Schools (assisted with a grant 
from UNESCO) asked the International School of Geneva to initiate a 
pilot exam in contemporary world history. Leach (an American Quaker) 
chaired a group of teachers to undertake the task and was strongly 
supported ky CoIeBAer (Irish) and Jo3n Goormaghtigh (Belgian), 
-ha;--- ,,, ..4.,ma, "f .-. :he ;@a?& of the Intematiofia: Schmi of Geneva and drrector 
of the European Office of the Camegie Endowment for M'orld Peace. 
During the deliberations of this working group the words "international 
baccafaureate" were used for the first time (Peterson 19%: 17) 

In 1963, thanks to the work of Leach and his colleagues, the 
contemporary world history syllabus and examinatian was completed 
and sent to ministries of education throughout the world, many of 
which responded favourably to the idea. At the same time an ISA 
Examination Advisory Committee was founded comprising staff of the 
International School of Geneva dnd the Universiy of Geneva. ISA 
needed funds to proceed further and Gmrges-Henri Martin, editor of the 
influential Tribune de GenPoeand a trustee of the Twentieth Century 
Fund secured a US$75000 grant from that body to ISA in 1M for the 
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last two years of secondary schooling. A further grant of ~$75 000 Gas 
made at the end of 1968 by the same organisation. At the same time the 
Twentieth Century Fund commissioned a nored American educator, 
Martin Mayer, to write a book on the potential of the IB project; this was 
pb!ished ir! 1965 under the title Diploma: International Schools and 
University Enbance, ISA founded the International %ichools 
Examination Syndicate (ISES) in 1964, including Coormaghtigh as 
chairman and Col@-Baker as an executive member, to undertake the 
Twentieth Century Fund project. The June 1964 edition of the "ISA 
Newsletter" published an rticle entitled "Draft Proposal for an T B .  

The Oxford Department of Education had been involved in a program of 
sending teacher trainees to the International khool of Geneva for 
pracbce teaching. Bilt Halls of Oxford was invwlved in comparative 
education research in Europe and heard about the IB project. He became 
director of the IB Research Unit which was established at Oxford by Alec 
Peterson in 1%7. In January 1%5 lSES Executive Council membership 
was widened to lncfude Americans Warlon Hanson (director of the 
Coilege Entrance Examination Board) and Defmond Cole (director of 
UNIS) partly as a ploy to attract Ford Foundation funding. AI& Pererson 
(dnrector of the Education Department at Oxford University) ~ S J  became 
involved with the IB for the first time as a member of the ISES Executive 
C ouncif In March/April of the same year the first general conference of 
the iB was held it1 Geneva to establish the six major fubject areas 
io!iowed by some 37 subject meetings (to establish curricula and 
eran~inatiuns) up to 1968 in Genera, Svres, Brussells, St Donats, Oxford, 
New Ynrk and Pxis 

Peterson k a m e  the full-time director of ISES in January 1967 duriag 
which year the IB Office was officially formed in Geneva with a 
govezing international Council of Foundation registered under Swiss 
!a=, an txe,?;:ive Corxritte ai;b an Exsmifiing k a r d .  iii a-iaiki~~ 41% 
the Fnid Foundation granied U;$3m WO over three years to support the 
international university entrance examination project (Peterson 1972: 
13). During this time, trial examinations and curriculum development 
took place in an increasing range of subjects. A six year" (really seven 
years) experirnentaI period (1970-76) then occurred whereby universities 
were asked to grant provisional recognition to a maximum of 500 18 
candidates per year (Renaud 1974: 11). 

The first official IB exams occurred in May/Tune 1970 ;n which 39 
candidates from the following four schnols tmk part: UNIS (United 
Nations International School, New York), International School of 
Geneva, St Gennain-en-Laye in Paris and the United World College of 
the Atlantic in Wales (the firs! school ko adopt dnly the IB cllrriculum 
from 19$8) The first students were awarded diploma: 5 . :  1971. IB 
recognition at university lwel was officially granted in hrwty  countries. 
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The Research Unit a t  Oxford, headed by l3 Bill Halls and from 1472 by Dr 
Kevin Marjoribanks, monitored progress and results until 1974 when the 
Unit was abandoned. 

Funding was becoming a problem and in November 1974 Peterson and 
Renaud attended the 18th General Conference of UNESCO with a view 
to having the project partly funded by that organisation (IB8 Annual 
Bulletin 1976: 7). This bid failed, In 1976 the Netherlands Minister for 
Edu2ation called the first intergovernmental conference concerning IB 
schools in the Hague. Mine countries pledged an annual contribution to 
the IBO over two years initially: l?elgiiirn, Canada, Denmark, Italy, 
Morocco, Netherlands, Sv. itzerland, United Kingdom and the USA. This 
meant that a third of IEU s budget came from a group of UNESCO 
rnembr states (lBO Director-General's Annual Report 1975:76). 

In June 1976 Peterson held a meeting in London following an urgent 
a p p d  to TB participating schools concerning the critical financial 
situation of the iW. Charles Gellat [of the Inlemttional School of 
Copenhagen) was one of the headmasters prment and he suggested that 
I% srhaol; pav a more significant contribution to IW than Peterson 
proposed at ifre meeting. rU1 present agreed. Together with the 
contribution o i  the government group this financial commitment from 
each f R  sth~xlt was io greatly assist the IBO to operate in the absence of 
rurther grants from funding organisations (Renaud 1978). The idea af 
rewlar arnual meetings af heads of IB schonls was also discussed. This 
idea h a m e  a reality when in March 1977 the head of the International 
%hd of Geneya, MS izjeune, called together the fint meeting of  the 
5tandfng f snietenze -fcf Heads af r5 Schurtls (KZ) in the Pntais des 
Nations, Geneva (LEO Annlrai Bulletin 1977: 25). 
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The Prescnl 

There are now IB regional offices in Geneva, Singapore, Buenos Aires, 
Cardiff and New York with regional representatives in Mexico, India, 
Ausiralia and the Middle East. The examinations office is in Cardiff. 

Initially the I8  was adopted by international schools catering for 
expatriatts or receiving students from all parts of the world who were 
scholarchip-funded, such as the United World Colleges. During the last 
fifteen years the IB has also been adapted by many national schools, 
particularly in North America and Spain because of, it would seem, its 
international perspective and academic rigour. 

Countries may exhibit different national IB policies. For example, the 
USA has ~y far the largest number of IB schools l145 in 1993) and most of 
them are government schools. T J K  education authorities have been 
debating for some time the apprt3priateness of the " A  level 
examinations with their narrow, bi't in-depth focus on three major 
subjects: the XB has been mooted as an exem, far of the breadth of study 
whicn sfrcsdd be considered but it has not spread rapidly I27 schools in 
IIN31. in France the IB itas been the subject of fluctuating support ranging 
from a sincere commitment in the beginning thraugh an anti-IB phase to 
the present state of l i m b  where the IB is officially tolerated. Furthermore 
some of the schools which offer the IB (there are 7 in 1993) represent a 
unique type of joint state-private administrative structure: large French 
pubtic schools with bilingual international sections forming rnini- 
~ i h ~ m i ~  which are partlv - gov~rned by parent boards who employ foreign 
teachers. The i::terna:ional sections share plant and staff facilities with 
the stale-run French sch<x>i. 

Srrmmary 

This chapter has atrernpted tn define the purposes of this research and to 
give sufficient hackgrobnd cilncerning the International Baccalaureate so 
that the reader will appreciate those purposes: to m a l y ~  from a policy 
formation and irnpl.-rnent&tian perspctive ?he creation aiiS 
deveiuprn~nt oi the lnternational Baccalaureate diploma and Office (in 
Geneva) These aims were then expressed as research questions to suggest 
a sani-e~tua! framework, tn guide the collection of infnrrnntion and to 

&i:cational administrators in particular. 

T ~ r m  r~iating tc, the ward "po!iry" and the policy p r e s s  itself were 
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international and national s c h ~ l s .  

The limits of the study were drcumnibed. i t  is a descriptive study of 
pulicyformatian and implementation concerning the growth of the IB 
diploma and Office. 

The chapter concludes with current infamalion concerning the IB and 
an historical perspective of its origins and development. The next 
chapter will review the literature on policy formation and 
implementation and discuss a number of relevant models in some 
detail. 



W J A r n E  B 

A REVIEW OF RELEVANT MQT)ELS RELATING TO POLICY 
FORMATION AND I M P ~ ~ E N T A T I O N  

Introduction 

Po!icy asalysis is the application of social science methods to the 
examination of all or part of the policy pmess, stressing causal 
relationships between variables (Wollmann 1984: 29). Research in 
educational policy processes has roots that extend farther afield than that 
of most other areas of educational research. Major contributions from the 
policy sciences, organisational theory and decision thesry have enabled 
scholars to develop modeis which now transcend the first purely 
rabonal, scientific explanations of policy making and implementation to 
include the role of sectional interests and conflict. 

Harman (1980a) Iden;\fies twelve mo$els of policy process and Dye (19&2) 
examines nine. Seven of the models are common to each: 

interest groups 
incremental game theory 
institutional systems theory 

In addition Marman (19eOa) includes: 
Lowi's typology voting behaviour 
Rose's dynamic policy change garbage can theory 
Innacombe's interaction among actors 

Dye (1984) discusses two other mcidets: elite theory and comparative 
policy analysis theory. 

For the purposes of this study seven of the above models have potential 
according to the following criteria (Dye 1984: 42): 
1 They 2re neither tcc simp!e nor :m complex. 
2 They are relevant to policy formation and implementatian. 
3 They are congruent with reality. 
4 They communicate something meaningful. 
5 They can direct inquiry and research; that is, they are operational. 
6 They suggest explanations about the formation and implementation of 

The literature suggests that models tend towards one of two extremes in 
relation to how policies are formed and implemented: by rational or 
political activity. Rational means that a scientific, analytical conclusion is 
unaffected by human interaction or ather environmental factors: the 



pure l ~ g i c  of the argument produces the k s t  policy and directs its 
implementation. Politics is used in the sense of "interest and power 
conflicts through which policy making takes place" (Wo:lrnann 1984: 29) 
and the same may be said of implementation. Successfully putting a 
poticy into practice may depend not simply on the technical (including 
administrative) elements but more on political factors. For instance, the 
implementation of a new curriculum idea may be totally thwarted (even 
when the policy decision has been made by government) if teacher 
unions do not accept the proposal and advise their members to ignore 
the procedure or to adopt it in a negative way. 

The seven models may be placed on a continuum according to their 
degree of pure rationality or pure political activity. In the real world 
neither extreme exists but such ideal types are helpful in explaining 
observable phenomena. Moreover "dassificakions are serviceable when 

Pure Political 

aahonal Ineremental Systems Comparat~ve Elite Inierest Gmup Process 

Figure 2 1 Policy Process Models According to Rational or Political 
Orientation 

The examination of each model in this chapter should elucidate the 
reasons for so placing them in Figure 2.1. 

The same policy formation and implementation issue could be analysed 
using a number of models separately; each of these would give rise to a 
different set of r e a r c h  questions, sources of data to be tapped, data to 
collected, methodology to be used and interpretations of the fn 
reality most policies are formed and applied in ways that pertain to a 
combination of models. Even the models themselves overlap: for 
instance, the systems approach may incorporate rational, elitist and 
interest group elements. The elite model may include rational, process 
and incremental components. It is more the mode of analysis (along the 
rationality to politic& activity continuum), the policy issue itself and the 
context which will select the model or parts of models to be brought into 
play. 

Orientation of Models 

Each model m.ry perform a descriptive or prescriptive function. Viewed 



as statements a b u t  how decisions are made and implemented they are 
empirical+explanatory or descriptive, To the extent that they describe 
how defislons ought to be made and implemented they are normative, 
ideal type or prescriptive (Anderson 1984: 8). The rational model is 
therefore more likely to reprssent a prescriptive orientation in that it sees 
the policy process as a function of pure logic, unencumwred by political 
interactions: a series of almost mathematical steps to arrive at the best 
policy decision. As the following discussion will attempt to demonstrate, 
such a purely scientific model is unlikely to fully explain how decisions 
were taken and put into operation; rather it represents an ideal type to 
which those who make and implement policy might aspire. 

In the actual world of research, descriptive and prescriptive tend to 
converge for practical and me!hodological reasons. This study is a 
descriptive analysis of how policy was formed and implemented in 
reiation to the development of the 15. Inevitably the analysis will, at the 
same time, highlight procedures which might he replicated to arrive at a 
particular policy decision and its application. It will, then, even 
unintentionally, also have a prescriptive function to the extent that the 
exact conditions of some aspect of the descriptive study may be 
reproduced at another time and in another place. (In the ideal type 
rational modei such repetition of events presents no difficulty as policy 
formation and implementation takes place in an environmentally and 
politically-free vaccuum). The circumstances of descriptive political 
interaction models may, on the other hand, be impossib!e to reproduce 
even where exact replication is not required. The prescriptive potentia: in 
these instances is greatly diminished. 

The seven models will now be discussed by identifying for each its 
guiding principles, characteristics and strengths and weakqesses The 
guiding principles are the rationale behind the model; they are a set of 
values and beliefs which give rise to particular policies and their 
application. The chaxacieristics are the components or units of analysis: 
what it 1s that has ta be "measured" to uncover how the particular policy 
was arrived at and translated into practice. 

Rational Model 

This is the approach attributed to Lasswell in his seminal essay in The 
Policy Sciences published in 1951 (Lerner & Lasswell!. He postulated a 
linear progression of scientific policy analysis which would produce h e  
best result if each step were followed 

Gurdlng Principles 

Policles follow from analytical conclusions. This linear, ideal type 
recognises the purely intellectual (not political) process. For example this 
model sees voiew having clear policy preferences rationally formed with 



not know the names of election candidaies nor their political platforms 
(Lineberry 1978: 44). 

It i s  assumed that the decision maker is a rational actor who accumulates 
information, assesses all possible alternative actions and selects the 
alternative that most efficiently enables the actors to achieve their stated 
goals (Gtind!e & Thomas 1989: 245). The scientific made1 focuses on 
options and strategies available to the policy-maker, making it possible to 
view discrete decisions as part of an overall deasion making system with 
identifiable characteristics that produce policy outcomes, 

Values as they relate to the creation of objectives are an essential 
component of riie rational model because the final p l i cy  decisions will 
be based on the objmives stemming from a set of values. 

The rations! rr?cxdel is the principal analytic framework used to evaluate 
public spending decisions. It is applied to the formation and 
imptementatioi of virtually all government policies (Dye 1984: 32). As 
knior Private Serretary to the Minister for Education in Tasmania from 
1985-1489 this writer was very close to the policy making and 
impiementatior apparatus of the Tasmanian government. In general, a 
policv was formed at ministerial level and implemented through the 
various bureaucratic layers of the appropriate government agency or 
department u ~ t i l  it reached the recipients of the policy. According to the 
rational model, implementation was a question of providing 
administrative guidelines, technical expertise and financial and human 
resources tc carry out the puliq. 

T L  ~ n e  format u i  suk~missions to ihe Tasmanian government Cabinet 
e!poused the r.t?cnd mnde! af policy-making as the following headings 
of the Cabinet subnissiun document attest: 

i Background 
Z Issueis) to be defined 
3 Optiuns for cornideration 
4 Arguments for and against the options 
4.: Enmcia! considera:ions 
4.2 Employment considerations - private and state 
4.3 Family impact .. housing, education, welfare 
4 4  Regutatov impact - tegislation, administrative action 
4.5 Public impact - I-mployer/employee group,  other interest groups 
4.6 intergoq7ernmental reiations - commonwealth, state, local 

S Consultation with state agencies - opinions from, for example, the 
Departments of Finance, Sport and Recreation, Transport 

6 Timing of policy anrkouncement 
7 Recummended policy 



%e following value ~tatements should be uspd as a guide in preparng a family 
impact staterwnt to emure that these statements art undertaken from a w m n  
yrsp~t ive :  
. The family, rspnsible for the care and development af children, i s  the most 
impilrtant social unit of sadety. 

. The well-king of fami lk  and their ability to car2 for their nrembrs is of mapr 
concan, and this m- applies equally to all I d l y  types. 

. Govmmnt p l i c i ~ s  affecting families should seek to strengthi.n and supprt ~ ~ the 
sapadtin of familis to met the d s  of t k i r  m&. 

, Folicie haw the putrntial to eifst improd sewice provisions across a range of 
v i td  mcial rids. 

Hence one of the first steps of the rational model, setting abjectives and 
values to guide decisions, is quite clearly an important part of the Cabinet 
S~lbmission. 

The policv formation stage rarely takes place in isolation from the 
implementation stage. In the Cabinet Submission format the decision 
makers had to consider a number of elements which pertain to the 
implementation stage such 3s financial provisions and the impact of the 
policy on the family, the public, employment and intergovernmental 
relations (see iwm 4 of the Cabinet format above>. Already some political 
considerations are evident here although the overall emphasis is 
ratirnal. There is aiso a further implicit consideration: decision makers 
should h r e  some measure of the administrative capacity of the 
institufinn or individuals to carry out the approved pnlicy. If it i s  seen to 
be practically unavorkable or cumbersome then other less desirable 
options may prevail. 

:%'her: the mbiiiissioii fixwarbed to the Cabinet Office an appraisal 
was conducted by a team of experts. The subnlission and the appraisal 
were then sent to each Cabinet Minister at least one week before the issue 
was to be considered by a Cabinet meeting at which a decision wou!d be 
made or nat made. 

The process was rational in theory and to a large extent in practice, but 
pdiiical seiijitivities, of course, played their part. For exampie, this writer 
was ii:voived in the compilation of a Cabinet Submission to regularise 
the cost of bus transport to and from school for students. An anomaly 
existed: s ~ -  tents living in country regions were transported free of 
charge; ih"se in the urban areas paid for each journey. 'I'Elis had existed 
for a: least 30 years and had evolved at a time when'iivinp in the country 
was considered to ke arduous and in need of compensation. The current 
view had been that there were distinct advantages to living in the 
country such as cheaper housing, locally produced foed, and a stress-free 
environment. In fact the argument ran that i f  any compensation were to 
be paid, i t  should be to those in the &:is. 
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The logic of the analysis was compelling: if all students fcountry and city) 
paid a b u t  half the fare currently being paid by just city students the 
anomaly would disappear, equity would prevail, m d  the cost to those 
now paying would reduce considerably. (Other alternatives such as no 
m r  to any student or reimbursement of fares an a means-tested basis 
were considered). This recommended palicy decision was supported by 
the offida! appraisal of the Cabinet Office experts but in Cabinet political 
concerns k a r n e  overwheiming. Some ministers feared they would lose 
their country eleclorates if a student transport charge (which had not 
existed in the memory of most electors) were suddenly imposed. Cabinet 
did not accept the recommended policy but opted tor the status quo and 
transferred the student transport portfolio from tne Department of 
Education to the Department of Transport, 

C h ~ ~ c t t T r s f i c s  

Slmon's f1957a) rational derisicn making model consisted of five 
sequentiai steps intelligence gathering (formutation of the problem), 
idennficatian of ail options, examination of the consequences of each 
option, relating the consequences to values and choosing the preferred 

Lasswell's (Lerner & Lasswell 1951) seven stages were: 
1 Intelligence - tne processing of information to define problems 
2 Promotion - considering alternatives and their consequences 
3 Prescription - arriving at a policy decision 
4 Invocation - the focus af author!& and power to assure compliance 

w:th the policy 
5 Ap. 'tcaticn - how executives apply the laws ur rules relating to the 

The first three steps directly concern policy formation while steps 4 and 5 
pertain to policy implementation. Several versions combining Lasswell 
and Simon's original models have since b e n  published. For example, 
Anderson (19%: S), Clay and Schaffer's (19%. 4) dichotomous model of 
Phase 1 (arriving at the decision) and Phase 2 (implementation), Dye 
i l S N  333 and the rational systems model of Caldwell and Tymko (1980: 
88) which is basically as depicted Ln Figure 2.2. 

W o g w ~ d  and G m n  (1985: 4) provide a useful framework which 
encompasses :he work of a number of exponents af the rational model. 
Although theirs is a contingent approach which accommodates a rational 
andlar political analysis "the emphasis is on rationality" (Hogwood & 
C m n  1985: 6). 



weighted goal complete set of 
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Figure 2.2 Rational Systems M d e l  after Caldwell and Tymkc- (1980: 89) 

In essence, the scientific mode1 of the policy process (and a simplified, 
shortened version of the Hogwood and Gunn model) may be expressed 
thus: 
1 problem perception and definition 
2 setting objectives and values (to guide decisions) 
3 proposing alternative solutions and examining the consequences of 

each 
4 policy statement (selection of an alternative to maximise objectives) 
5 translating the policy statement into operational terms 
6 establishing regulations, procedures and resources 
7 operation 
8 evaluation and review 

The rational mode: is an ideal type towards which practice can aspire and 
which therefore serves as an important guide to practice. It is also a basis 
for evaluating the rationality of policy decisions and their 
implementation in particular contexts. The model is simple to 
xnderstand and i s  sti!l used by many governments to bring some 
structure and rigour to derision-making and palicy irnplemsntztion. Th- 
approach also has the advantage that the rational policy maker sets goals 
that are not :reducible to self-interest (Grindle & Thomas 1989: 224). 

The mair miticlsms are that the model d w s  not represent reality. There 
is an assumption that palicy is the product of one mind and that the 
process is linear. Interaction with others which may lead to redefinition 
of the problem is not, for example, accounted for. Political aspects such as 
public disagreemetlt or individual power plays which may impact on a 
decision and its implementation have no place in tht rational model. 
Perfection is assumed at each stage whereas In reality t h e ~ e  is no time nor 
znough informatior. to consider all possible alternatives, and the ability 
to predict consequences accurately is suspect. Arriving at a consensus of 
values to guide rational reflection at each stage is difficult. 
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personal rewards such as power, status, re-election, money. The perfect 
situation d w s  not, however, exist; therefore any model which discounts 
the i~~~por t ance  of self-interest is lacking a dimension which may explain 
the policy formation and implementation process. A step-by-step analysis 
of policy-making may also obscure universal issues and phenomena in 
searching for those aspects of the policy process unique to each step 
(Lindblom 1980: 3). The observer is swamped with detailed and 
comprehensive information at each step which is difficult to analyse and 
impairs a grasp of the global picture (Hogwood & Gunn 1985:W. 

Incremental Model 

This school of ihvughr emerged from critieis,n of the purely rational 
model by Lindbiom (1959,1954, 1%8) as discussed in th- previous section. 
Incrementalism purports e-pict more accurately the reality of policy 
formulation and implesnentation. Whereas the rational model is more 
prescriptive, the incremental model tends towards the descriptive - to 
indicate what actually takes place in the policy process. 

Harm* (1980a: 56) notes that Simon (1957) created an adaptation of the 
rational mudel. This involved arriving at a decision which was likely to 
please the greatest n u m k r  rather than taking a less popular decision 
arrived at through pure scientific reasoning. Simon believed that policy 
makers attempt rational conclusions but fail to do so because of limits to 
an individual's or group's intelligence, time and cost; hence instead of 
arriving at the best policy, the policy maker settles for a "satisficing" 
decision, one which wili meet expectations but will not be too far 
removed from the status quo and wili not be too noticeable during the 
implementation stage. 

Guiding Priticiples 

incrementn!ism is n descrintive, rwn!anatory made! which c ~ n f ~ i m s  c r more to reality than the ratronal, prescriptive approach. It sees policy 
beveiopment 2s a "serial process of constap! adjustments to the 
outcomes (proximate and long-range) of action" (Frohock 11979: SO). Policy 
is a gradual unfolding, not a single defined event. Dye (1984: 35) sws 
incrementalism as "policy variations on the past": only incremental 
modifications are undertaken, usually so as to satisfy as many contending 
interests as possible. The decision is therefore not the best (in a rational 
sense) but is a policy which has been willed, chosen or preferred. 

Devising palicies acceptable to a number of conflicting interests 
necessarily limits innovative ideas because only alternatives which differ 
marginally from existing policies are considered. A final decision is rarely 
reached as the process is iterative. 
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"Policy rnaLng is a process of suct.essive approxirr~ation to some desired 
objectives in which what is desired itself continues to change under 
consideration" (Braybrmke & Lindblom 1963: 71). "Partisan mutual 
adjustment" i: the cornerstone of the model whereby actors seek to 
accommodate one another through negotiation and compromise, 
Lindblom recognises and make  allowances for political reality. The 
mod4 provides clues about the extent to which policies are influtnred 
not only by rational considerations but by the judgment of key actors 
about what is politically feasible (Harman 1980b: 153). 

It is a mode! of conservative adjustments to existing policies. This also 
serves a remedial function: it assists amelioration of current 
imperfecnons rather than facilitahng completely new initiatives. 
(Lindb!omcs second edition of The Policy-Making Process appeared in 
1989 If gives more importance LQ politicat interaction beeause of limited 
human cognitibr caaacity and the difficulty of arriving at consensus 
about values and goals as demanded by the rational mode1.This rvcrk 
would seem to place him mo.e irL the process model, further fro: his 
inazmentalisr approach of twenty years before). 

Chnractrrrsttcs 

Lindblom's (1959) model comprised the folfowing discernible steps 
relating m the policy process. Vote that the second step includes 
consideration of cspects 3f the implementation stage &hough this early 
rnodf.1 placed an emphasis on policy f~rmation.  

1 rssue deflnltion 
2 goal selection and ana!vsis of action to attain them (these are 

inextricably linked whereas they are distinct in the rational model) 
3 same alternatives differing incrementally are developed 
4 a limited number of consequences are evaluated 
S e c l ~ i ~ : ~ :  ;?definition af iite probierif makes the issue more 

manageable 
6 tnere is nb single, right solution; the end result is settlement, 

reconciliakion and adjustment 

The similarity of structure with the policy formation phase of the 
rational modet is obvious but important adjustmerits during all stages 
except the first make it a more credible model for describing the reality of 
the policy process from a scientific perspective. 

Etzioni (1967) pstuiated a compromise between the rational and 
increntental models called mixed-scanning, This is an analogy relating to 
weather observation cameras where a compromise between the iota! 
global picture and more local derail is necessary. This allows both 
fundamental and inmemenial decisions to be taken. Practical applications 



of this model are rare. 

Small or incremental moves are more readily acceptable to a wide range 
of conflicting interests. It is more consonant with what happens in 
practice. The foclrs of this model i s  on troublesome areas which are 
improved gradually (Wogwood & Cunn 1985: 60). Implementation iz 
facilitated becmse those affected experience only minor adjustments to 
the status quo. 

Weuirnesses 

It is concerned with small changes and is therefore conservative rather 
than innavative. The model does not account for changes in policy or for 
policy-makers or implementors behaving in a non-incremental way; 
problems may change so fast that policies based on past experience are 
inadequate as a guide to future action (Harman 1980a: 60). 

As a prescriptive model new decisions built on an old base mcy not 
succeed, particularly if the base is unsatisfactory. Only the most powerful 
interests are catered for since elites make the small changes which will 
satisfy the majority. Interest group theory has a similar view of elites 
being constrained by societal pressure and thus nwi-ng the decision 
which wili produce tranquillity, not necessarily the best decision. 
However, interaction between actors receives scant attention in the 
incremental model. 

Systems Theafy 

The systems approach is generally attributed to David Easton's (1957, 
1965) work in the area of political science. A number of schalars have 
since used this framework far exploring policy formation and 
implementation in education and political science; for example Dye 
(19&), Hofferbert (1978), Campkl! e . d  Marini '1976 (in Harman 1980a: 
741, Caid~~el i  nd Tymko (1980). 

Guiding Principles 

(7984: 40) defines otitputs as the "authoritative vdue  allocations of the 
system"; these allmations constitute public policy. 

I he systems model operates in a dynamic political environment and 
focuses on phases of the policy process. Inter-related disturbances in one 
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part have repercussions elsewhere in me system, underlining i ts  
interdependence. It provides a framework where interest gaups ,  
institutions and actors can fit easily without bexng given undue 
attention. It conceptualises the whole policy process, its relation to the 
environment and the linking of components. 

The concept of .system" implies an identifiable set of institutions and activitici i l  
*i&y that function to transform demands into authoritative decisions requi-i.,g the 
support of the w h i r  society (Dye 1994: M), 

The contribution of the systems model to policy analysis and its rationale 
lies in the questions it raises (Dye 19W 41): 

1 What are the dimensions of the environment that act upon the 
political system? 

2 How does the political system transform tnvironmental pressures into 
policy? 

3 Wow do environmental inputs affect the character of the political 
system? 

4 How do plitical system characteristics affect the content of policy 
staiemenrs and their implementatiox,? 

5 Mow do inputs affect the content of policy statements and their 
impiementatian? 

6 How are the environmeni and the political system a f f ~ t e d  by feedback 
from the policy implementation stage? 

The concept of "system" i m p h  institutiox and activities that 
transform demands into decisions requiring the support of the whole 
society. The demands are often cdnflicting and require negotiated 
settlements (po1icil.s) which 111 parties must then respect. 

While variations abound the basic p o k y  process model is depicted in 
Figure 2.3 

environment envimmnt 

Figure 2.3 Basic Systems Model of thz Policy Process 
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Environmental Factors 

The environniental context is vital: it provides the culture (in a 
1aba;atory sense) in which issues emerge and are defined. The prpcesm 
by which decisions are made and the implementation of those decisions 
are responsive to the enviroqmental coltditions in which the actions 
take place. 

The environment consists of a number of components or factors which 
impinge on the policy pracess; according to the issue, individual factors 
Inay or may not come into play and, when they do, some will be more 
influential and important than others. Some of the more significant 
factors are as follows 

Demogtophy. Population mobility patterns are, for example, essential in 
arriving at policy decisions a b u t  where to create new s&ools, when and 
how permanent the construction should be. 
~ c c n & ~ :  This is an extremely important consideration for government 
policy formation; for example, the level of unemployment has given rise 
to new curriculum options such as erterprise education to encourage 
initiative in rrtating one's own employment. Of course any policy 
requiring financial support for implementation is subject to the 
prevailing economic conditions. 
Socro-Cultural Context: This includes faaors such as urbanism, literacy, 
level of adult education, occupa:ions, modernisation, racial composition, 
ciasz system, prevailing myths and beliefs. All of these contribute to a 
climate which is conducive or obstructive to certain policy deasions and 
their application. 
Foiltlcal Context: This may refer to a party political context: is the 
decision coltsonant with party lines, that is, with a set of stated values? 
IJowever it more often relates to the distribution of power in society, 
w~thin an organisation, between groups of people or individuals. It is, in 
this sense, the "internal politics" of a university, a government 
A?.--.. men: o: a school $97 ex&ip!e 
Technology: The power, speed and distance-span of communications 
systems such as television, telephone and facsimile transmission via 
satellite, not to tnention the expansion of computer data bases and word 
processing, have a direct bearing cn policy implementation in many 
areas For instance, the provision of distance education, of computer 
terminals to access information and the modification of curriculum 
content are responses to current technology. The importance of 
t~chnological advances for world-wide communicaM@n in an 
international organisation such as the IB is self-evident. 
Ecology: This is a consideration of the way man interacts with his 
natural environment. Governments have risrn and fallen on the basis of 
poltcies related to ecology and on the way such poiicies have been 
translated into action. 
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zllow policy makers to act in a certain way. For example, in the Persian 
Gulf War of January/Febmary 1491 Iraq attacked Israel with Scud rnissiIes 
to provoke a counter attack from the latter country. The aim was to 
escalate a war between the Arab world and braet lmd hence support for 
Iraq) due to the historicalfy based antagonism betwen Arabs and Jews. 
Geography: The distance from the point of diffusior~ of a po l iu  may 
affect its implementation. For instance, in-service training of teachers for 
a curriculum innovation is mare difficult and expensive to organise 
when schools axe in remote areas. 
Educational Context: Ifhe t y p e  of prggrams already in existnce within a 
country or within a school, the amount of support by governments or 
focal authorities, the number of non-govkmment versus government 
schools, receptiveness to new ideas, the general standard of education 
prov~ded, :he degree of pubiic support for education at a11 levels and 
results of educational research are some of the environmental factors 
which may hinder or propel policy development and implementation. 
Other Policies: These may impact on each other to encourage or 
discourage certain courses of action. For example, if a government 
decides to improve siandards of literacy, a government school mus t  make 
polici~s in line with that of the government; non-government schools 
wishing to attract government funding in this area would be influenced 
by- the government policy decisions but are otherwise not obliged to 

Other Nuttons: Anderson 11984: 23) includes this as an important 
environmental factor where international politics are conccrned. If 
couniry A, for example, decides to perfect an atomic bomb, country B may 
adopt the same policy as a response. The decision to adopt or not to adopt 
the IB in one country may affect the E3 policy of another. In comparative 
theory this is termed "international diffusion". 

These environmental factors are rarely discrete; rather they impinge 
upon each other and aggregate to affect issue definition, resolution and 
implementation. Environmental influence is multiple, not monolithic. 
An example of the inter-relationship between kechnnlo@cal and poiikica! 
factors is how satellite TV transmission has assisted poktical activists 
who demonstrate or terrorise in the knowledge that the world is 
watching Sodo-cultural context provides the background for the 
ideologies which shape policy decisions and actions by these pmple. 

In summary, the dynamic, fiuld nature of the environme-t affects the 
behaviour of those who fc~rnulate and implement policy. As 
Macpherwn (1990: 7) has noted in relation to the field that concerns this 
study, the environment "mediates how influential policy makers in 
education act". 

Inputs are issues generated in the environment which require resoiurion 



necesiitate demands for solutions. "Forces generated in ihe environment 
affect the political system are viewed as inputs" (Dye 19% 40). 

Individuals or groups, operating within an environmental context, 
articulate demands and needs. Which groups or individuals are 
inv ,ived and how do they proceed to delineate the problem? Issue 
d -iinition i s  seen as bath a political and a technical exercise; it forms an 
i q u r t a n t  component of the process model to be discussed later. 

C ~ b b  and Elder (19% 2) identify four ways in which issues may 
articulated. Each way is related to a particular initiator type: 
, "readjusterss who perceive an unfavourable bias in the distribution of 

power or rtsoww': 
, "exploiters" who create an issue for their own gain; 
. "nmrmstantial reactors" who initiate an issue as the result of an 

unantlcipatc<!. event; and 
. "do-goodeis" who genuinely perceive need far improvement and 

who are unlikely to benet~c personally. 
Triggering devices such as natural catastrophes, unforeseen events 
{demonstrations, strikes), technological or ecoiogical changes, bias in the 
distribution of power and rctsourcs 41 create issues that %ill defined 
bv the initiators. "The fnrmuiation of an issue is dependent n;\ the 
dknamic interplay between the initiator and the tzigger devicen (Cobb & 
~ l d m  i9Z: 2!. 

Fatman (1985: 36) p i n t s  oat three weaknesses in the CO& and Elder 
i ; d t . i  cf i s ~ u e  Ceiinitiil~: 

: The atiribuiian ctf motives to zach initiatczr is arbitrary to the extent 
that initiators and ohset'~frf n.?y not age-+-; init[ator i ? ~  may also 
overlap. 

2 fnitiatcxirs may ~$e go~wmm?lt  kEtiV%:ionai officiaIs ~grceive 
administrative difficu\tir% or c4ysfunctinns. 

3 identifying a single initiator is snmetimt% not pssible 
issues mav arise ~ u t  nf new opinions clevelope$ over time, with a 
number of actors invnlved. 

Once !he issw has been articulated h l h  formal and informal structur* 
and prmesses =cur ta resolve the issues. These are the means by which 
drzicuiarinn take place: it may !X!, f~ QXampIe, via teacher unions, parent 
~ r o ~ p s  or an aggregation . oi i~dividuals to fcrm unaiiiciai groups. 
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AnaZys~s 

Caldwell (1981: 16) sees three majm components of this phase: 
1 definition and darificati~n af the policy problem: 
2 w r d i n a t i o n  with existing related policies; and 
3 communication with constirlents. 
Alternztive policies will be produced and analysed according to the 
values of the structures and processes which articulated the demands. 

A selection is made from the alternatives which have been considered; 
thls output is the "authoritative value allocation of the system" (Dye 
1984: 40) which results in a policy decision and its transIation into action 

The concept of feedback indicates that the implementation of policies 
may also contribute to the environment and the demands which are 
generated in it. 

Strengfhs 

It conceptualises linkages between the environment, the political system 
and the formation and implementation of public policy by alerting us to 
aspeas such as: 

How do  environmental inputs affect the content of pub!ic policy and 
the nature of the political system? 

. How does the implementation of policy affect the environment and 
subsequent demands which manifest themselves? 
What forces or factors in the environment act to generate demands 
upon the political system? 

. Hotti is the political system able to convert demands into public policy 
and preserve itself over time? (Anderson 1984: 15) 

Wezkxesses 

It is a conservative model which cannot deal well with a changing policy 
system (although Hofferbert's model attempts to accommodate this). 
Anderson (1984 15) notes that the systems model does not describz what 
takes place in the "black box" labelled (politicail "process" - what actually 
contributes to decision making in this l m x  remains arcane. The basic 
model d o e  not differentiate between policy formation and policy 
implementation (c'iscounting the adaptation of Caldwell and Tymko 
1980. 89 previously discussed). 

Comparative Theory 

Comparative studies have sought to determine how, why and to what 



effect policies are developed by different nationai governments 
(Heidenheimer et al1975: la). Cross-national studies lead to the 
identification of cross-cultural variables which loom large in 
international settings but which are of little importance in elucidating 
the development of national policy. (This discussion excludes the strand 
of comparative theory which contrasts sources and application of public 
policy within a single national or cuitural context; such comparisons, as 
important as they are, do not reveal the international dimensions of 
policy generation and implementation which are pertinent to this study). 

The cross-natiimal cornparatice model seeks to understand which 
characteristics of the particular cultures, societies, economies or political 
systems affect undsrlying patterns of behaviour (Dierkes et a1 1987: 35). 

Guiding Principles 

A n u m b r  of researchers claim that national cultures and ideologies 
explain contrasting patterns of policy formatian and implementation in 
different countries. Anderson i1978: 2b) notes that a knowledge of the 
national fanguages of political discourse will explain different cross- 
national responses to the same problem. Ashford (1978:82) takes this 
further: 'There is probably more similarity across <different> policies for 
one country in how policies are formed and implemented than there is 
for the same policy across several countries". This cultural-determinist 
view of policy is important in international settings. 

On the other hand researchers have found compelling empirical support 
for the proposition that certain policy types generate certain common 
processes across national boundaries: "Similarities are greater within a 
given program across national boundaries than between different 
programs within a couniiy" (Rose 1984: 11). Similar "political logic" may 
transcend national characteristics. 

Horowitz (1989: 550) cites other examples of this alternative model of 
policy de~etoprnent in cross-national comparative studies. Sirniiar 
defence and welfar2 policies operating in a number of countries may be 
adopted by a particular cour.try so as not to be outdone by rivals: 
internationai diffusion is therefore a source of policy. In Asia, Africa and 
Latin America implementation assume- more importance than policy 
formnfinir; the nature of the gdicy can , nerefore often be altered by 
politicai activity at the si: ~plementation. "The structure of 
influence at the point of ir. ct may thus h a key source of operative 
policy" (Horowitz 1989: 256). While this statement may be particularly 
true of the munkries cited, it is applicable in other parts of the world. The 
implementors of government policy must penetrate a bureaucratic and 
political strata to reach the final set of actors - the policy clients; during 
this "journey" the policy is sus€egtibIe to modification. "We all know 
that policies are shaped from twinning to end every time they are 
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implemented" {Lowi 1978: 179-180). An example of haw implementation 
can change policy follocs. 

Over a decade ago a minister for education in Tasmania decreed that 
there would be common state-wide compulsory tests in literacy and 
numeracy at 1 l and 13 years of age in all government schmls as a 
respnse to pub!ic criticism that standards in these areas were dedlning. 
The policy decision filtered down the (then) Education 3eparment 
hierarchy as shown in Figure 2.4, 

Minister for Education 

4 Director-Genmal of Education 
4 

Oircetor of Semndary Education 

4 
Director of Cmculurn & Tcshng Services 

'P-- 
\1, 

x~~Mcal Exprris i io devise !-%S) 

& 
R e g i o ~ l  Direftors + 

Superintendents 
JI 

School Principals 
JI 

Teachers 

Figure 2.4 Hierarchical Layers of the Tasmanian Education Department 
Involved in the Implementation of Compulsory Literacy and 
Numeracy Testing 

There was flagrant disagreement from the teacher unions and disquiet 
frorn most of the hierarchical administrative layers of the Education 
Department. Tfierefore the transmission of the demand for action moved 
very sk~wly from one level to the next and, when it did reach the 
tecgnical experts i t  sat on their desks for some time before they starked on 
the project. Ln the meantime the teacher unions had mounted a publicity 
campaign condemning the decision and zuggesting that such tests would 
o d y  be ssefu! if they served a d i i i g l i b ~ t i ~ ,  not exuminaiion function - 
that is, that teachers would use the tests to pinpoint areas in which 
children had difficulty thus enabling corrective measures to be taken. As 
such, the results would not be public but wodd remain with the teacher 
and the student. The Minister did not agree and insisted on the 
implementation of his original policy, The tests were finally devised and 
traxmitted frorn the technical experts back up the line to the Director of 
Secondary Education who then sent them to Regional Directors and so 
on down the other line to reach classroom teachers. The implementors 
had stalled sufficiently for a change of government to take place whereby 
a new minister for education allowed the tests to serve a diagnostic 
purpose only. So, while alt tbe administrative, technical, human and 
financial resaurces were in place the "structures of influence" at various 
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implementation points were in such disagreement with the policy that 
they successfully changed it. 

Lindblom (1980: 65) also states that implementation always makes or 
change policy to some degree because of one or more of a number of 
other factors: 
. incomplete specification of the policy 
. confiicting criteria for applicatian 
. conflicting directions fram n~ore  than one source 
. limited competence 
. inadequate resources 
There is a constant intermeshing of the policy formation and 
implementation stages. "Foficy is made as it is being administered and 
administered as it is being made" (Anderson 1984: 78). 

The literature suggests, then, that diverse national cultures and 
ideuiogies are important but not sufficient to explain p l i cy  prwesse. 
Other factors unrelated to nationai characteristics and ideologies also play 
a part in the formation and adoption of similar policies by a number of 
countries. The nature of the policy itself will determine the mix of 
contributing circumstances. 

A co~ntry 's  ideology is a reflection of elite beliefs. In political or military 
coups the cultural heritage of a cuuntry may be changed by the ruling 
elite; for example, the suppression of the French and English languages 
under the Pol Pot regime in Cambodia. Elite beliefs change over time and 
are affected by critical events. Therefore national culture and ideology, 
given their politically fickle potential, do not naturally produce policy 
consistency (Hwawitz 1989: 278). bioreover, since the bureaucratic layers 
of a national government agency can diffuse, w~caken and even work 
againsi a poiicy decision taken at ministerial level, i t  follows that this 
same potential is magnified across international bureau,aacies where a 
W-id~r variety of interpretations and reactions can occur and where 
checking ~ n - ~ u l i c ~  implementation becomes more expensive and time 
consuming. 

Ch~rrlcteri~tic? 

The rharacteristicr; of a cross-national comparative mcselel stem from the 
contrasting thmies just discussed. There are variables which are 
culruratly driven and there are noss-cultural variables which are not 
Linked to national characteristics. 

Ilulturally bound variables of the countTy will usually be manifest in the 
ideologies of the governing elite (unless a "coup $'&tat" alters or destroys 
previously existing cultural aspects), These variables include attihrdes 
towards education, the elderly, the unemployed, capitalism, other races 
and ounaies.  These attitudes will, of cour,se, be coloured by the social, 
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economic and technologicai status of the country roncen~ed, by the 
religious or d a r  natue  of its society, by the language, by its form of 
government, the spread of private and state utilities, the dimate, and so 
on. 

International diifusion, the cross-national imperatives of a particular 
policy decision, and impact at the implementation stage are all possible 
sources of palicy in the context of cross-cultural variables. Technical 
problems and palitical posturing during stages of implementation can 
null~fy or alter policies in both internati~nal and nat~onal contexts. 
Organisations such as tTNESCO and the World Health Organisation may 
be important determinants and implementors of policy in a global 
setting, parrintlarly where national elite decisions may attract 
internat~onal funding or approval 

C!arification of international policy formation and irnplr.mentation is 
greatly assisted where elements of the contrasting models can be 
judiciously identified as contrlbuiory and m t  exclusive determinants. 
For the most part other models ignore the international climensions of 
the policy process (even the systems model implicitly identifies local 
e,,vironmental factors though there is no reason why it should not 
~nclude the international environment). 

The comparative model highlights the potential for policy ,change and 
the generation of new policy during the implementation stage, 
particularly in relation to so-called developing countries. This example 
of the non-linear, reiteratwe nature of the policy process can be extended 
to the implementation of government policy through the bureaucratic 
networks of the developed world. 

The role of the governing group in promulgating a country's ideology 
and culture provides an interesting link with elite theory. 

Weeknesses 

Broad comparisons across nations necessarily compress subject matter 
categorizs and differences among programs. Such comparisons also !end 
to neglect change aver time in favour of d;FJe~enc~s across space 
(Horowitz f 389: 252). 

To date, the comparative model has paid too little attention to tire 
importance of elite ideologies or beliefs: beliefs are not mn t inuo~~s  over 
time, scnsistent with each other, or uniformly applied across pohcy 
arenas iHorrtWitz 1989: 271). 



This model is attributed to the work of C. Wright Mills The Power Elite 
(1956). Gergen (in Bauer & Gergen 1968.181-204) expounds in detail a 
method of assessing "leverage points", a concept which includes and is 
closely associated with elite theory. Hofferbert'sfl974) systems model of 
policy formation sees executive or elite behaviour as central to analysing 
how policy mmes about. Linebemy rates this model as critical to the 
determination of public policy: 

The die do not just influence g o v m n t ,  they nrc government. Power has fbwcd 
from m l i - s a l e  institutions to three large ones: big mrporations, the military and 
Federal elite. They share key values and interact readily with each other. 
Corporahon executives bxom under secretatis, =tired admirals become corporate 
executives and Federal bumu heads are lured by the corporations t k y  once 
regulated (Lineberry 197878: X-51). 

Gbiding Princrplc: 
Elite theories assume that public services are controlled by socially 5r 
economically dominant elites who are adept at manipulating 
(Macpherson 1990: 15). The tern1 "policy elites" includes "political and 
bureaucratic officials who have decision-making responsibilities in 
government and whose decisions become authoritative for society" 
(Grindle & Thornas 1989: 244). Policy elite is synonymous with decision 
makers and policy makers, but elites need. not lx part of the formal 
structure of government; they may be significant individuals at the head 
of large private enterprises, extremely ech individuals with economic 
power, or charismatic people with a large following such as some 
religious leaders, sportsmen and women, iilm or pop music stars. 

The elite is a small group of people close to the process which determines 
what is 10 be public policy at any point of time (Hofferbert 1974: 253). The 
most influential people are not necessarily the most visible to the public 
or those vested with legal p w e i  such as government ministe:~. For 
excmple, i t  has ken suggested that a number of present and past national 
leaders in varjgus countries have b e n  influenced in their decisions by 
their spouses who had or have no official power or position. 

The elite are key actors who may or may not communicate with their 
public (Jones 19%: 24). That is, they may consult with the public oil issues 
or they may make decisions unilaterally, salely on the basis of their own 
analysis. As Hofferbert (1974: 116) put it: "Congresmen determine what 
they will do and hear". Policy is elite preference. People are generally 
apathetic and elites shape mass opinion about policies rather than vice 
versa. E l i t e  redefine existing policy with their values and thus bring 
about policy changes (Dye i98Q: 28). 

Policy formation and implementation is seen from the perspective of 
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individual actors who are influential in persuading others to their view 
(Lindblom 1980: 30). Moreover, elites often initiate policies by agenda 
setting and influencing the timing and content of proposals to make 
them more bureaucratically acceptable (Grindle & Thomas 1989: 221). The 
section on the rational model included a discussion of the Cabinet 
Submission format for the Tasmanian government of the day in which 
timing and content were important features. Obviously Cabinet Ministers 
(as one example of an elite) have the capacity to set their own agenda, to 
control timing and to initiate as well as respond to public pressure. 
However, as has already been noted, ministerial decisions and the timing 
of their application may be altered by other concerted or individual 
influences at various execution points during the implementation phase. 

Characteris tics 

There are two dimensions: who are the elite and haw do they arrive at 
policy decisions? 

Identification of the elite 

Most of the literature defines the elite as the detisioit makers at the top of 

adrmn~strators 

lntcmt gmups 
(mcludes policy reclpents) 

Figwe 2 5 The Ef~te Model (adapted from Dye 1984: 28) 

In the political arena the elite may be a single minister or a group of 
ministers (the Cabinet) who take final decisions. The administrators 
correspond to heads and the administrative hierarchy of government 
agencies who may formulate policy suggestions for consideration at 
ministerial level but, according to elite theory, will usually translate a 
policy which has emanated from a h v e  into operational terms. The 
policy is then applied to those affected, some or all of whom may belong 
to interest groups. 
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The elite bring the following attributes to policy decisions: initiative, 
orieatation, leadership, ideology, expertise and political sensitivity 
(Grindle & Thomas 1989: 223). 

The elite may also be identified by other institutional contexts such as the 
board chairman of a prestigious international company, quite outside the 
government. Its future prosperity may depend on government decisions 
or it may be poweiful enough to influence government decisions 
par:icularly where the rompany has a major bearing on the econon~ic 
and employment prospects of a nation, for example. 

The actions of formal officeholders are not the whole of relevant ellte hhaviour but 
such adons arv a necessary mndttion of policy-rnakmg and Serve as a point of 
departure m the search for sufficient mnd~tions (Hofferhcrt 1974: 2261. 

Leverage 1s an important concept in identifying and determining the 
influence of the elite. A leverage point is "a person, institutictn, issue or 
subsystem of the overall system that has the idpacity to effect a 
substantial influence on the output of the system" (Bauer & Gergen 1968: 
21). The following procedures may be useful in identifying individuals a~ 
leverage points. 
Reputat~onal Studies 
Reputational studles seek to elucidate perceived leadership qualities 
(Hofferbert 1974: 26). Methodologically this involves asking for 
nominations of the most influential peaple from "knowledgeable" 
persons. Two immediate problems are that perceived and actual 
influence may differ and that inf!uence may be issue specific. It is, 
however, easy to administer and it identifies influential people not 
holding formal leadership positions.' 
Posrfzonn! Approach 
This is the selection of those occupying jormaI leadership positions. 
Persanal efficacy is not considered nor is the fact that informal leaders 
may be more powerful than formal leaders (Bauer & Gergen 1968: 195). 
Social Patticlpatlon Approach 
This involves the selection of leverage points according to the degree to 
which the individual participates in aspects of public life. Observable 
behaviour, not perceived influence, of the individual is "measured" 
(Bauer & Gergen 1- 199). 

Policlr decisions by the elite 

The elite do not implement policy. They formulate policy. They may, 
however, choose to consider or ignore the practicalities of implementing 
a proposal in arriving at a decision. They are unlikely to ignore the 
consequences of a policy. 

At least four factors influence choices by eiite groups or individuals: 
. technical advice - the persuasion of sound problem analysis; 
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. impact of decisions on bureaucratic interactions - the extent to which 
decisions are made to enhance career opportunities or fortunes of the 
bureaucratic entities which the elite leads or forms a part of; 

. dange  for political stability or support - decisions made to increase 
the longevity of the current government or leadership group in power; 

. relationshipi with international actors - the extent of international 
economic and politicai dependency (Grindle & Thomas 1989: 223). 

Morwver policy elites are differentialIy influenced by particular criteria 
depending on the circumsfances prevailing at the time. Under crisis 
conditions, decisions are dominated by macropolitical concerns about 
political stability and control. The other factors may assume importance 
but usually remain subordinate to concerns about the longevity of the 
regime in power (Grindle & Thomas 1989: 232). Under politics-as-usual 
(or non-crisis) conditions bureaucratic and micropolitical concerns 
provide the major influence on policy decisions. Technical input and 
international pressure are important but not decisive, and issues of 
political slrrvival are not salient to decision makers (Grindle & Thonas 
198% 233). 

Characteristics of Policy elites most 
Aged4 the derision pr~1~255 concerned about ... 

macropolitical issues: 
survival and legitimacy of 

1 high political and economic stakes; the regime in power; 
' innovative (rather than incremental); 

m l l  groups of high level decision 
makers involved. 

bureaucratic issues: careers 
budgets, agency power within 

inmemental (rather than inno- 

Table 2.1 Agenda Stt ing and Decision Making for Policy Elites (from 
Grindle & Thomas 1989: 235) 

A full explication of the environmental context is necessary to 
illuminate the behaviour of policy elites whose decision making 
processes are somewhat elusive and difficult to measure (Hofferbert 1974: 
226,2283. A paper by Grindle and Thomas attempts to elucidate, in part, 
elite decision making which they describe as an aspect "that is 
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& Thomas 1989: 243). The '%black box" is the political process in the 
systems made!. 

Strengths 

No other existing model attempts to explain to such an e znt the reality 
of decision making in terms of who are the principal actors with 
maximum leverage and how they go a b u t  reaching a decision on policy. 

Weaknesses 

The identification of the elite through reputational studies leads to the 
problem of perceived versus actual leadership qualities. Further, 
reputational studies do not clarify whether these elite are discrete 
individuals, an integrated structure, an aggregation of political leaders or 
competing actors (Ilofferbert 1974: 282). 

The self-interest of policy makers (Grindle & Thomas 1989: 224) reduces 
the effect of all other factors which might influence a decision. The 
researcher is therefore confronted with situations where the real 
stimulus that finally prompts the executive, at a given moment, to make 
a policy decision is masked by a public rhetoric of selflessness. 

Interest Groups 

The first proponents of this model were David Truman (1951) and 
Harmon Zeigler (1964). Their work provoked a methodologica1 debate 
concerning the extent to which all political behaviour could be explained 
in terms of group activity and conflict. The "Bargaining Model" (Peterson 
1976) similarly sees policy decisions as the : esuIt of conflicting interests 
forming coalitions where the players bargain and reach compromises. For 
the purposes of this study, the differences (if they exist) between interest 
group theory and the bargaining model are negligible. 

This is a plilralist model of the policy process where "everyone can 
govern at least some of the time" (Lineberry 1971: 52). Early political 
science discussions of political development implicitly adopted pluralist 
models that focused on "inputs" and "outputs" but not on how one was 
transferred to the other - the "black box" mystery. More recently the 
pluralist model has been explained as a "balancing act" among competing 
interests, "a process of conflict resolution in which social tranquillity and 
maintenance of power is the basic concern" (Grindle & Thornas 1989: 

Competitive interdependent groups form policies in situations of conflict 
(Dye 19%: 37). The task of policy makers is therefore to devise solutions 
acceptable to a range of conflicting interests. The policies thus formed are 
not solutions but the results of conflict - compromises by officials with 
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diverse interests and unequal influence (Harman 1980a: 61). This model 
has applications in international ciiplomacy where "brinkmanship" is 
often required to resolve the demands of competing interest groups 
within and across countries, 

Interest groups can facilitate or kdnder the implementation of policy. 
Where they art! the recipients tkey may refuse to comply or acquiesce 
reluctantly so as to impair the delivery of a policy. They can be a powerful 
lobby group for a particul, xision during the policy formation stage 
and an equally influential group in preventing a po!icy with which they 
disagree from being effectively put into practice during the 
implementation stage. Good implementation depends on reducing the 
number nf steps and actors (Hargrove 1976: 10). This reduces the risk of 
delays, distortion of the policy as it filters through a network of actors and 
the counter-influence of groups or individuals. 

The implementation p- is a strategic interaction anmng nummus spedal 
inwrds d1 pursuing their own goals which might or might not be 
compatible with the goals of the policy mandate (Jones 1984: 168). 

Moreover, the interest groups influencing policy formation may be 
different from those appearing during implementation. Rabinovitz et a1 
(1976: $00) see implementation as a "continuation into another area of 
the political process" where contending views of different interest groups 
must be resolved. In many cases the technical capacity to implement will 
only come into effect after the political wrestling between interest groups 
and the administrative agency or between interest groups themselves is 
over. 

Pluralist theories locate power with citizens who vote, influence party 
politics and lobbv through interest groups. Non-professionals are 
powerful ~obbyists, particularly in areas such as education (Macpherson 
1990: 15,161. Influence by interest groups outside government may occur 
through riots and demonstrations, solidarity of groups, the ballot box or 
money i i i~f fe rkr t  1974: 26). 

It is incomplete to explain public policy analysis without allowing for 
society's multiplicity af competing groups. Policy emanates from conflict, 
bargaining and coalition (Grindle & Thomas 1989: 218) between groups 
who control more than just officials - they incite other individuals and 
groups of non-professionals to become willing protagonists engaged in a 
cause (Hofferbert 1974: 84). 

rhls model sees the source of public policy as "fragmented interest 
articulation in the public arena" (Grindle & Thomas 1989: 219). Activities 
of interest groups arc those interactions through which individuals and 
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private groups not holding government authority seek to influence 
public policy (Lindblom 1980: 85). Policy decisions and their 
implementation represent an equilibrium reached in the struggle 
between interest groups (Dye 1984: 27). 

Interest groups manipulate or influence elite decisions whereas in elite 
theory those in power manipulate, impose upon or influence the public, 
In reality who influences who is not always easy to determine.'l;he 
interest group model and incremental theory both SW elites as making 
minor adjustmen& to existing policy in order to appease conflicting 
groups. h the systems model interest groups are part of the environment 
(Flofferhrt 1974: 135). 

Citsmctuistics 

adminishation 

Figure 2.6 Interest Group Model (adapted from Dye 1984. 28) 

Bauer & Gergen 11968: 160) contend that the group is the smallest 
meaningful unit in policy making. It may cornp~.ise all or any of ordinary 
citizens, leaders, legislat&rs, party activists, judges, civil servants, 
technlcai experts, business managers (Lindblom 2980: 3). In the realm of 
formulating and irn~lementing educational policy, interest groups may 
be schml board members, school administrators, teachers, teacher 
unions, parent organisations, members of student councils. 

The influence of the interest group depends upon its internal 
characteristics, its relative strategic pasition and the political makeup of 
the government. Interest group influence is measured by decisional 
analysis: the investigation of specific issues or policy events. Decisional 
analysis traces the actions and relationships of actors retrospectively in 
regard to concrete circurmtances. 

The composition of interest groups may be similar or quite different as 
one moves from the formation to the implementation stage. New 
cohorts of people may gradually form to join a cause or conflicting 
groups may vie for supremacy of their ideology in the policy process. 



perspective, he d w s  not deny the important role of interest groups in 
policy formation: 
1 the policy decision is identified for investigation; 
2 thp historical development of policy in the same area is provided; 
3 interests &cl individuals in the conflict are identified including the 

input of affected interest groups; and 
4 within the context of the bargaining model the attitude of 

partic5panurts and their actions is reconstructed (Hofferbert 1974: 
93-54). 

The leaders of an interest group may be seen as an elite (Lindblom 198G: 
BB). Therefore elite theory may elucidate the actions of a particular 
interest group which, in turn, influences a "higher" elite. 

Strengths 

Due importance is given to group conflict and compromise in policy 
formation and implementation; this is not embraced by other models. 

This model is a realistic representation of democratic government up to a 
point; mass opinion has its place in the formulation and 
implementation of public palicy and setting the goveament agenda, 

In its extreme farm it diminishes the role of administrators and 
politicians tc that of adjudicators between rival groups (Grindle & 
Thomas 1989: 219). The rule of individuals (including elite individuals), 
and of environmental and organisational factors is played down. 

The stress on conflict rejolution may result in a neglect of elements of 
consensus and integration which unite groups (Harman 198Cla: 60 and 
HoZ@~&T-~~ 1974, i37j. 

Proress Model 

This is attributed to the work of ]ones 11984), Lindbiom (1980) and Dye 
(19&2). The process model is a variation on the rational model whereby 
policy formation is seen as a politi;al activity. The politics of the policy 
process are explained by this model. 

Guiding Principles 

The logical sequence of the rational model is not necessarily followed in 
order and elements may overlap. This model seeks to decipher the 
palitical aspects sf the "complex set of forcm which together produce 
effects called 'policies"' (Lindblom 1980: 3). This model subsumes the 



determination an; aphlication is pedbminantly interactive or political 
rather than intellectual; solutions cannot be judged by standards of 
rationality but by how they respond to a variety of interests (Lindblom 
1980: 122-3). The democratic view of good po!icy is that which is preferred 
by the majority, rational analysis notwithstana;lg. (The reader will note a 
slrnilarity xvith incremental thmry). 

Analysis is organised around those aspects of the policy process common 
to the steps of the rational model but seen from a political perspective. 
For example, the identification of the problem of street violence is guided 
by politics, not bv rational analysis, in this model. What i s  the cause or 
street violence? fs i t  the decline of police services, racial discrimin? .ion, 
poverty, alienation, impatience with the pace of reforms? Whate-ier the 
"real" reason (if it could be scientifically identified) interest grr,~ps will 
attribute it to a lack of government action in a certain area W' ,ile elites 
will attribute i t  to the need for action in an area where the p overnment 
has aiready devised a poiicy for reform. Issue definition for ns an 
important part of Systems Theory fpreviously discussed) v here Cobb and 
Elder (1972 2) that i t  grows out of dynamic interat lion between a 
higgering device (for example, a strike) and people (whon r they call 
initiators) waiting fur the opportunity to articulate a prok [ern which will 
h accommodated into their preconceived notions about \ /hat is wrong. 

Correct or incorrect reasons or solutions do not exist. Policy is set and 
applied bu the various ways in which people evert control, influence or 
power over each other: decisions and their application follow acts like 
voting, negotiating, silencing opponents, persuading. That is, 
!rltprr?rtion rather than rational analysis produces and implements policy 
IT.indblcm 1980: 26). 

This rnodei encompasses both a society-centered and state-centered 
approach to the policy prwess (Grindle &e Thomas 1989: 217). The suciety- 
centered model suggests that, as economic efficiency is derived from an. 
open and competitive market, public or group inter& is best served 
when policy emerges out of tnmpetition between a large number of 
organised interests. It is interest groups in society which determine policy 
and the effectiveness of its implementation: that is, the elite reacts to the 
puiiing and hauling oE interest groups. The elite is tfie dependent 
variable, 

I 3  the statecatered approach the perceptions and interactions of elites 
and the brcad orientation of the state account for policy decisions which 
are passed down to administrators for implementation. Here interest 
groups and the masses are the dependent variables. h t h  approaches 
reduce the policy process to one of two extremes. Interplay and 
adjustment occur in practice. While the elite of the state-centered 
orientation make policy they may LPe encumbered to a greater or lesser 



extent, particularly during implementation, by interest group pressures of 
the society-centered protagonists, not to mentior, the influence of 
hisr~rical context or legacies of past policies. The activities of the elite are 
choices in which the stakes are personal, organisational c r  positional. 

Chracteristiss 

Jones offers the most reptete srquencz: , f chaiairerlstics of the process 
model and cautions that it is difficult to isolate stages of policy formation 
and implementation as an identifiable, one-time, discrete procedure; 
events may occur in a different order or overlap. His is an extension of 
~nss\vAi 's~i~erner & Lasswell 1951) seven stages previously identified in 
the discussion about the rational model. 

1 problem perception 
2 pratrlem definition 
3 aggregation ar.3 organisation 
4 representation 
5 agenda-setting 
6 i;rmulation 

iegitimatii~n 

9 irn?lementation 
10 evaluaticrn 
i 1 adjusme:en! !lone 198.2: 27-29) 

&ii:y F o r m g m  

Ciea~ly the first six items concern policy fannation. As has already been 
mentiofiect, iclentiiving the problem involves organising a set of facts, 
beliefs and perrept~ons iWeiss 1989: 118). Once a problem is perceived its 
definition will depend moi2 on puliticai than rational analysis. Policy 
formulation may procwd without a clear definition of the problem 
ifones 19%: 78'. Aggregation of the people affected by the issue then 
occurs. They are tiktcrd by a f e l i n l ~ .  .. of solidarity but may not be organi$$. 
The parallel with interest paup theory is obvious. The extent to which 
an aggregatiorr may influence pl icy formation depends upon the 
nurnhr ~i stairrhrrlders and upon the degree and type of organised 
r%ponsr. f his organised response will, in turn, be influenced by the 
resources and quality nl leadership available. 

Bui  regat gat ion alone is not enough. There may be a number of groups 
vvin&r attention, some of which are recognised by policy-makers. 
~ker f forc  the stage of representation is important: which perceptions, 
definitions and aggregations k o r n e  represented by W Llh o m ? Agenda 
setting i s  determined by "interactions among people struggling with each 
other nuer the terns of thPr ta-operation" (Lindbiom 1980: 4). It is the 
"prlf~ess by which same problems come to public attention at given times 
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and places" (Weiss 1989: 118); Who sets the agenda? It may be pressure 
groups (aggregations) or a government elite, depending on the issue and 
the extent of agreement about its definition. The media, by deciding what 
will be news, &e a pressure group that sets the agenda for public 
discussicli (Dye 19M W). 

Formulation of the policy is the result of power play, not of rational 
analysis. It is not always easy to assess whether interest groups shape 
public policy or whether decision makers shape mass opinion. At the 
moment of decision, it is unlikely that elites operate independently af 
well-organised public representations. Nevertheless a compromise policy 
decision, rather than complete agreement with public demands is more 
often the result. Certainly the Tasmanian government took heed of the 
many petitions and outcry by organised goups  against the establishment 
of 3 paper-pulp mill in the north of the state during 1989. The policy 
decision was to allow the project to take place while at the same time 
increasing the stringent pollution proeection measures an the company 
proposing the venture. Here is an example where compromise failed: the 
cost of the anti-pollution measur'es was unacceptable to the company so it 
pulled out; at the same time a sufficient number of voters were 
disenchanted by what they perceived as a lack of government sensitivity 
to environmental issues and the government eventually lost the 
election. 

Items 3, 8, 9, 10 and 11 (legitimation, budge!ing, in~plernentation, 
evaluation and adjustment) of Jones' model represent the 
implementation phase whereby the policy is legitimated (for example, by 
passing a new law), funding is provided and the policy is applied through 
an administrative process during which feedback leads to improvements, 
This writer prefers the term "execution" for item 9, as "implementation" 
iri this siiidy (like policy formation) is a phase comprising a number of 
steps. As defined in Chapter I. it is the translation of official policies into 
plans and programs of action. 

Wiliiams 0973: 532) identifies three implementation stages: 
I the development of program guidelines or design specifications; 
2 the provision of technical skills, administrative apparatus and human 

and finansiai PSCIUIII~S; and 
3 the operational stage (of non-experiaientai activity). 
The application of certain policies may require an experimental stage 
between 2 and 3, as in a curriculum innovation, before the policy is put 
firmly into place. %.xcessful implementation depends on being able to 
a r r i ~ e  at the righi mix of administrative and political elements 
(Wilfiams 1975: 535). 

Tymko (1479: 63) bases conceptual framework for the implementation 
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of public palicy partly on the work of Rabinovitz et and agrees with the 
latter (Rabinovitz et Q! 1976: 4011 that implementation is an attempt to 
reconcile t;%ree potentially conflicting imperatives: 
, what is legally required; 
, what is rationaliy defensible in the minds of adminisbrators; and 
. what i s  politically feasible to gain agreement amongst contending 

stake holders. 

Rabinovitz et a1 (1976: 400) pstufate  two views of implementation. One 
is traditional whereby rational, bureawratic processes i- ~ c h  as laws and 
regulations) ensure that subardinates in government agencies carry out 
polim directives. The problem is solved in a manner consistent with 
annknced policy objectives and within the accepted institutional 
framework. The other opposing view sees implementation as an 
extension of the politicdprocess where p w e r  smuggls and conflicting 
interests cantend far supremacy. The authors emphasise the latter view 
and propose an implementation model moving through four stages: 
1 deve!opment of g::idelins 
2 promulgation of guidelines 
3 ~esuurce allocation 
4 enforcement (Rabii~avitz et ul 1976: 402). 

In the first stage the legislative intent of a policy is translated into 
administrative prescription for action. The gui;liilines are then 
distributed to appropriate personnel in a government department (or 
other bureauc~atic structure) to administer the plicy. A budget is 
a l l ~ c a t d ,  personnel retrained (if necessary) or newlv hired. In the fourth 
stage the policy is enforced h? monitoring its application to verify 
whether practice complies with <he guideLincs. T h e  stages are circular 
rather than sequential with nn graceful one-din~ensional transition from 
one to the ather. 

There is both a shucrurd/pracdura) and behavioural a spc t  to policy 
implementation. ~ n d e r s o k  identifies four implementation stages in 
relation m public policy a n l  emphasises that politics and administration 
c m o t  fW separated: 
i budgetary prctr-ess 
2 identifying pai iicipants 
3 admini;::a Live process 
4 compliancz idn'lerzun 198-4: 79). - :he government authorises and appropriates a budget. Those who play a 
role in faciiifating or obstructing implementation are identified: they may 
include government (or other) agencies, the legislature, the courts, 
pressure and advistiry g~aups, community organisations mci political 
party officials. "Administrati Je process" reiers ko the administrative 
5:ructurP through which the policy is applied. In government many 
bureau ratic agencies exist in many areas to fulfil1 this role; at times, a 
new nrganisaiion is creaked and may be staffed with p p l e  well disposed 
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towards the new policies to be administered. The legal authority of an 
agency to take action may not always be sufficient to ensure compliance, 
except in terms of the pure rational model; positive acceptance of the 
pcllicy may be necessary to facilitate its implementation. Two of 
Anderson's stages require further elabcration: the administrative process 
of a government agency and compliance. 

The effectiveness of implementation by an agency i s  dependent on both 
the political and technical/procedural context in which it operates. 
Environmentd forces acting on an agency include: 
. the agency's chief executive 
. relevant laws, accepted procedure, fair play 
. other governments - local, state, national 
. interest groups 
political parties 

. media (Anderson 19M: 92-93. 
The Eature of the agency's task will decide the extent to which the above 
forces come into plav. The Government Printer, for instance, is unlikely 
to have pressure from interest groups, political parties ox the media 
ig!-.ereas the Departments of Forestry or Education will find themselves 
in an often hostile environment. A political party in government may 
appoint people to key p i t i o n s  in an agency to ensure adherence to 
government policies and to their implementation. The media are a 
forum for pr-ure groups and they shape public opinion by publicising 
such information as an agency's actions and current financial state. "A 
number of forces aperate or: an agency, pushing and pulling against each 
other with v a ~ i n g  intensity and growing and ebbing over time" 
(Anderson 1984: 93). 

From the above fietd of forces the constituency of the agency is inmed. It 
ramprises a stable core of pwple who are more or less continually 
involved, sus:, as teacher unions nr paten.! arganisatians vis4-vis an 
Education Department. Then there are others who became active only as 
particular issues arise or are settled, such as the conservation lobby 
protesting to the Education Department about the way environmental 
issues are being taught or not taught. The nature of the agency's 
constituency determines how effectively policy can be formulated and 
im~lemented. For exampie, an agency with a foreign clientele (such as an 
International Development Agency) can draw little aggregated, poiitical 
support ot hindrance from its constituents who are toa geographically 
bistank and too disparate to be able to form a concerted pressure group 
iAndeason 1984 94). 

Comp!iance relates to how public policies influence behaviour. People 
comply with gov2rnment policy for one or more of the following 
reasons: 
I the palicy is seen as legitimate and therefore has the authority of the 
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2 it is in the individual's self-interest (for example, compulsory 

retirement and health care payments); 
3 there is the fear of punisi~ment by law; and 
4 acceptance of a policy increases with time and usage (Anderson 1984: 
102-103). 

Where non-compliance with a policy contravenes the law, ever 
vociferous interest groups or individuals wilt tread warily or conversely, 
in certain countrie:, seek to overthrow the government in power. 
Nagel's factors affecting compliance are as follows: 
1 darity of the policy; 
2 the extent of its deviation from custom; 
3 the prestige of those who formulate and implement the policy: 
4 positive and negative sanctions to obtain compliance; 
5 monitoring of non-compliance; and 
6 the presence of facilitating and inhibiting environmental conditions 

(Nagel 1980: 32). 

Nagel's 4 and 5 are similar to Anderson's legitimacy (4) and fear of the 
law (3)  The remainder are additional factors for consideration. If the 
policy dlffers only incrementally from common practice, compliance will 
ke more readily obtained. An unambiguous policy, formed and applied by 
people who have gained public respect, is more easily implemented and 
has credibiltpj for the recipients. Any one or more of the environmental 
randitions discussed under "Systems Theory" could affect the 
compliance aspect of policy implementation. 

Fullan stresses the importance of the yu;i~cal aspect and proposes four 
broad determinants of implementation: 
1 characteristics of the new policy; 
2 strategies for inservice training, resource support, motivating 

constituents, feedback; 
3 characteristics of the implementing unit or agency: environmental 

context and structure; and 
4 characteristics of the macro sociopolitical context (Fullan 1977 367). 
The more explicit !who, what, when, how) the policy statement and the 
less complex the changes required, the more effective is the application of 
the policy Amongst the strategies for successful implementation is the 
"resuciaiisaiion of key actors" (Fullan i977: 371) and establishing an 
interactive network of feedback mechanisms from th,e implementors and 
recipients. Determ~nants 3 and 4 have been previously explained and 
raised by other autk~rs.  

The work of the writers just discussed places them dearly within the 
process model of policy formation and implementation where political 
currents underly what appears to be a rationa! series of steps. The 
political mntext can propel, hinder, delete, change or reverse the order of 
stages in policy implementation just as it does in policy formation. 
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Finally, formation and implementation have been separated in this 
section on the process model to facilitate discussion; they are intertwined 
and do nor aecessari!y follow a linear progression. Indeed Williams 
(1975: 5-34] remar.% that policy makers at the time of choice ought to have 
reasonable estimates of the organisational capacity to apply alternative 
proposals. We advocates the consideration of bath political and technical 
aspects of implementation during policy formation. 

Strengths 

This model has a logical but flexible framework which accommodates 
political reasoning. It is particularly appropriate where official actors 
(5uch as a government elite) are involved. By subsuming elite and 
interest group theories i t  provides a more complete picture of :he policy 
process by other than scientific means. 

Weak~rcsses 

.Applicabititv of the model to non-government acti-~ity mav be limited. 
Little ox no allowance is made for rational analysis -which k likely to 
have a place even where most of the action appears to be politically 
wotivated. 

Summary 

This chapter has examined seven models tor theories) which have 
potential for analysing IB policy formation a r d  implementation: 
rational, ineremenbat, systems, comparative, elite, interest group and 
process. f i e  of the objecii~ves nf the discussion has been to seek to justify 
the placement of ;he models in this order along a continuum from 
rational to political activity; that is, from a purely scientific annrn;.rh to 

rr=-~-.- the recognition of power conflict situations. The mudels are not dtscrete 
and often overlap. In the same way the identifiable stages of policy 
formation and implementation do not necessarily follow a lineal 
sequence: the feasibility of applying a poUctr may affect the final decisian 
jusi as irnpiernentation may result in chanies to the policy or the 
creation of new policy. 

Together the models provide the basis from which a conceptual 
framework can be constructed. The investigation itself may uncover 
other elements pertinent to policy formation and implementation at an 
international level not already forming part of the established literature. 

The discussion has suggested that many human, political factors 
interpose in the pdicy process; the scientific model, as an ideal type, is 
useful in explaining observable phenomena but, alone, is unlikely to 
account for how public policy evolves and how it is implemented. 
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n e  models have been chosen and discussed because of their perceived 
contribution to this study which is a descriptive analysis of IB policy 
formation and implementation. Each model is reviewed by identifying 
its rationale (guiding principles), its characteristics ("measurable" units of 
analysis) and its strengths and weaknesses. Table 2.2 provides a summary 
of the salient features of each policy p roms  model discussed in this 

The next chapter will draw upon the models discussed, the writer's 
experience and the nature of the development of the IB to arrive at a 
conceptual framework which will direct and focus the research. 



Main 
Chararterislics 

Table 2.2 Summary of Policy Process Models Discussed in Chapter 2 
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C m K  3 

THE CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK 

Introduction 

Conceptual frameworks are more than simple angles of vision. Each 
consists of clusters of assumptions and categories that influence how 
the researches perceives the issue, how he fbnnulates his questions, 
where he looks for evidence and what he produces 2s an answer. "No 
single theory or model can fit adequately the variety of contexts and 
cover all the stages of the policy process" (Harman 198Qb: 150-151). 

Hogwood and Gum 11985: 62) propose a contingency medel whereby 
policy formation and implementation are in tune with the particular 
circumstances and issue in question. Some policy deasions may 
require a highly political, pluralist, process model approach. Others 
may lend themselves more to scientific analysis. Their contingency 
model is based very closely on the stages of Lasswell's rational model 
but it recagnises political, non-scientific intervention. 

The policy process is such that to seek to analyse all contributing 
eteinents would be impossible. On the other hand, too narrow a frame 
af reference may unduly restrict the investigation or predetermine the 
outcomes (Anderson 1984: 165). This study, like any research effort, 
began with some premises and assumptions about the value of the IB, 
z.41 k o was involved and why . This is necessary to avoid an ad hoc 
approach, but the conceptual framework should not be so rigid as to 
limit results; it should !E able to accommodate the unexpected. The 
interplay of human and contextual variables in the policy process is so 
delicately intricate that unanticipated variables and interdependences 
are likely to emerge. The following comment, although referring 
specificaliy to policy formation can be extended to the policy process in 
general. 

Policy formation is ruled by the variable weight of a shifting complex of 
constraints. To see the elements of the piicy formation pracess in tension at 
any given moment is alw to mcognis that, underlying the irregular 
cadencs of the process are the multiple permutations of forces in tension 
and their changing relative imprtance over time ... This changing 
mnstetellation of external evenk and conditions and of internal f o r e  
influential in policy making are important (Horowitz 1989: 209). 

The conceptual framework for this study attempts to capture the 
permutations af elements in tension and to visualise their 
interdependence. It will identify those elements considered to be 
instrumental in explairiing how IB poiicy developed and was 
implemented, bearing in mind the characteristics of the models 
discussed in the previous chapter. The construction of the framework 
dso  draws on the experience of the researcher UT national and 
international schools and as Senior Private Secretary to the Minister for 
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Education in Tasmania from 1986-1489 where he was at the centre of 
policy formation and implementation at the highest government level. 

f 

The framework serves two purposes: 
, it gu ide  the collection of information in the course of the research: 

. it provides a basls for analysis of the development of the IB and the IB 
Office. 

Rationale for the Framework 

The creation of the IB was due to the enthusiasm of a number of 
teachers in one particular school; its evolution prospered through the 
foresight and Influence of a number of individuals in positions af 
authority. Students and parents did not petition governments or other 
authorities to introduce an international pre-university entrance 
qualification; they did not organise themselves into p u g s  with the 
specific puTose of articulating such a request. The international and 
expatriate community ~nvolved was (and still is) far too dispersed 
around the globe, was far too small in number to carry any weight with 
national governments and there was no appropriate international 
authority to turn to (except UNESCO). It is interesting to speculate 
whether, in spite of their sparsity, expatriate parents might not have 
b e n  a significant lobby group given their relatively important status: 
diplomats, high-powered business executives, researchers, etc.. In any 
case, no such organised ground swell of concern was forthcoming. So, 
the origins of the IB diploma and the IB Office were vested in a group of 
dedicated teachers supported by a number of influential people with 
skill in using exisking bodies and institutions. 

The tenets of elite theory and interest group theory, then, seem tu be 
pertinent for elucidating IB policy formation. But other dirnensioils are 
necessary We are not just concerned with leverage, but with 
in  ternationai ieverage where some of the characteristics of comparative 
theory and the environmental aspects of the systems model may 
provide useful insights. 

Incremental theory has little place in the origins of the I3  and its 
organisation; this was a completely new concept not involving poliq 
variations on the past to satisfy conflicting interest groups. %me years 
later incremental decisions may well have occurred as a result of 
lobbying by the IB world-wide network for improvements once the 
basic "enterprise" had k e n  established. 

The rational model has its usefulness here since it assumes that the 
decision maker will accumulate information, make an intefiectual 
analysis of all alternatives, select the alternative most consonant with 
his stated beliefs or value system and implementation will follow. As 
an ideal type this model could not explain reality, but neither could the 
process model be used exclusively to analyse IB policy formation and 
implementation with its emphasis nn political rather than intellectusl 
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processes. TB elite policy decisions are likeiy to be determined by a mix 
of purely rational analysis unaffected by self-interest or power games 
and interaction with other elites involving political sensitivities at a 
national and international level. Since the rational model places 
absolute faith in the intellectual capacity of an elite (unencumbered by 
~nterest groups) to choose the right policy, mme stages of the rational 
model will be appropriate for this study's conceptual framework. 

Policy implementation has been viewed a5 a continuation of the 
political process impltcit in policy formatiun into another arena 
(Rabinovitz et a1 1976: 400). This process model approach is important 
far the implementation stage which has tended to be seen as more 
technical and less prone to political vicissitudes The discussion of 
policy implementation in relation to the process model in the previous 
chapter suggests the mast useful basis for this part of the conceptual 
framework provided that the procedural, rational elements are not 
ignored Interest group theory appears to have more relevance during 
the implementation stage than during policy formation in relation to 
the evolution of the IB diploma and the IB Office. 

T h e  C3nceptual Framework 

This conceptuai framework is a response to a fundamental question: 
who did what and why? It is a three-dimensional model (Figure 3.1) in 
which the who arp the actors ( p p l e  and institutions), the what  are the 
stages of poli-y formation and implementation (largely attributable to 
the process model but not excluding scientific analysis) and the why are 
a series of factors including the local, national and international 
environment which influence the way actors deal with each stage. 

As an abstract representation of reaiity, no model can account for all the 
nuances of what actually occurs. The present attempt specifies a set of 
parameters (which are not exhaustive) and complier wibh Dye's (19%. 
42) criteria of an acceptable model already discussed at the beginning of 
f hapter 2: that is, it helps explain the policy process through units of 
analysis which are meaningfui. It is not  an attempt to include all 
characteristics of a number of existing mode!s; this would form a hybrid 
and make for a ponderous analysis, Each element on the three axes has 
been selected for its relevance to IB policy formation and 
implementation. With minor adjustments the model could, however, 
be used to analyse instances of international policy making and 
application in areas other than edrrcation. 

This   no del assumes that there are three interdependent dimensions to 
all policy making and implementation: a set of actors, a series of steps 
(which are followed, not nwessarily in order, by actors to arrive at a 
policy and put it into practice) and a set of factors which influence the 
behaviour of actors at each step of the policy formation and 
implementation process. The specificity of this model is that the actors, 
the stages of the policy process and the influential factors have k e n  
delimiked to thos: aspects considered pertinent to educational policy 



Figure 3.1 Made1 of International Policy Formation and Implementation 
in Education 
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formation and implementation at an international level. 

This is a model of three-dimensional interaction over time. The timing 
of the actors' involvement and of environmental occurrences will 
aifect the nature of thp policy process. The units of analysis may be 
viewed as analyhcally separate yet functionally interwoven. An 
explanation of each of the dimensions follows. In order to structurt the 
discussion, the stages of the policy process on the vertical axis AB have 
b e n  divided into two sections: formation and implementation. 

Stages of Policy Formation 

The first four of the seven steps shown ascending the central axis AB of 
Figure 3 1 are concerned witn policy formation: p ro~lem definition, 
aggregation, agenda setting and p~licy decision. These stages are related 
to the process model which gives more emphasis to the political aspects 
of policy making it sees conflict end power play as an important source 
of policy. Nevertheless the stages of the process model take their origin 
from the rational model; indeed, many of the steps are the same but are 
disposed towards a political interpretation. In particular the order of 
events is not fixed - they may overlap and some stages may be omitted, 
unlike the pure rational model. 

P~oblern Definition 

Firstly a problem is perceived: there is the recognition of an event 
which needs a solution. For example, declining student enrolrnents at 
government schools creates a problem of redundant staff, most of 
whom are permanent government employees and therefore cannot be 
dismissed. At this stage no attempt is made ro define thc parameters of 
the problem: the fact that there is an overJupply of tea-hers due to 
insufficient students is noted by certain actors. Following t h s  initial 
awareness, the issue is carefully delineated through definition 
which "creates an intellectual framew~rk for further action" (Weiss 
1989: 117). It organises a set of facts, beliefs and perceptions about events. 
Issues arise from contending definitions of palicy problems by different 
groups; the very definition of problems often generates more conflict 
than consensus (Lineberry 1978: 24,26). In the rational model, scientific 
analysis defines the problem but the process model i s  sensitive to 
political power play. 

The definition of problems at the beginning of the policy formation 
process may have various sources: 

.. the lotlely analyst uuiestimg M impose intellectual struchre on a messy 
array of facts and dilemmas; s a y  polihclgns crafting issues to appeal to 
the mnning mix of voter dernographrcs; a crisis event splashed acres? t:te 
front page to galvanize attention to previously neglected corners of social 
Itfe; the lnslstence of disenfranchised groups that their concerns be taken 
seriously by UIKW more wmfo~tably c~rcumstaneed tWeiss 1389.94). 



Notice that technical analysis does have a place here. But problem 
definition is not necessarily fixed from start to finish. As the policy 
formation process unfolds, a problem definition may shift as evidence 
is considered and alternative solutions are debated or proffered by 
different aggregations. The problem definition legitimates some courses 
of action rather than others, enhances participation by some actors 
while diminishing the importanc? of others and focuses on indicators 
of success thereby signalling the irrelevance of others. "Much policy 
makng, in fact, is preocmpird with whose definitions shall prevail" 
(Weiss 1989: 98). The political stength of actors plays its part. 

A good problem definition depends on whether it: 
- considers the whole problem; 
- implies alteraratives that have realistic promise of improved 

outcomes; 
- permits systematic analysis of alternatives; 
- tocuses atteniion on a manageable set of factors; 
- is dear a b u t  objeitives to Lx achieved; and 
- is meaningful to decision makers (Weiss 1989 117). 

The perceived probl, m of falling enrolments in government schools 
might be defined in terms of whether there is a decline in birth rates 
and whether this is desirable or reversible by offering more financial 
incentives to larger families. Or there may be an inmease in birth rates 
but mor- children are attending private schools; is this because of 
perceived superior educational cpportunities at those schools? If so, 
what can government schools do? What is their perceived problem? 
And so the discussion might continue until the actors involved at this 
stage arnve at a definition of the problem with which they agree. 

The problem definition has important implications for actors in the 
policy formation process It Indicates which individuals participate in 
decision making, which are placed on the offensive or defensive, which 
institutions are leg~tirnised ana .shich groups become more credible 
and paweifd. 

The problem definition is also shaped by elements on the axis AD 
which influence actors. In the example above, the political, socio- 
economic, demagaphic context and the rigours of scientific analysis 
may play prornlnent roles. 

"Aggregation" replaces the stage of "preparation and consideration of 
scientifically determined alterrtatives" in the rational model. 
Aggregation5 are c~alitions of like opinion, not necessarily arrived at 
through purely rationa' debate; in fact, mare politically motivated 
alternatives arise from aggregalians. They are the pooling of similar 
interests to supporr a particular view or to propose solutions to a 
problem; they build consensus 1:hrobgh forming interest groups or 



such as an assuciation or agency may grow out of an aggregation. 
Gergen (in Bauei & Gcr~en  1968: 187-lMi recognises that intra-elite 

Aggegations of like op~nion are usually bound together by a common 
ideology or set of values which dictate action. In the rational model 
values and beliefs pertain only to the decision maker who is never 
mer,tioned. In the sequence of logical steps they have a place between 
"problem definition" and "proposing alternative solutions": setting 
objectives and values to guide decisions. The position of this step in the 
rational rimdel is inappropriate as values and ideologies shape the 
problem definition. Therefore in the linear structure of the rational 
ntudel as it  stands the problem is defined by scientific analysis only. 
Lfnreover, this writer has included "ideologies", not in the stages of 
policy formation, but on the axis of elements which influence ali the 
stages and which may help to identify some actors by their beliefs. If the 
rational model were presented as a psychological test to find the 
element that did not fit, the "statement of values" stands out: it is a 
factor which shape  the actions of all the other stages and therefore 
%longs outside the series of steps. The allocation of values or ideologies 
is not represented by a step in the process model because it is likely to 
prmeate each stage. 

There are eight categories of actors for this study. Aggregations may 
form, composed of individuals from within any one category, or 
individuals from a number of categories may join togethe- to form a 
particular coalition which recognises a problem and suggests solutior.~. 
For example, teachers may aggregate as a teacher union, as the staff of a 
particular school or as an official association concerned with, say, the 
teaching of mathematics, Aggregations may be task-specific and disperse 
at the completion of the work or they may continue. UNESCO is itself a 
"coliection" of member states at1 with the same purpose in mind: to 
promote cooperation and collaboration amongst countries in education, 
science and culture as a response to the conflict of the two world clars. 

The aggregation must be organised and have a spokesperson if it is to 
attract the attention of decision makers, otherwise the proliferation and 

Agenda Setting 

This is concerned with bringing an issue to the notice of decision 
makers and with having an impact on their consideration of 
a!ternative proposals. In fact varying solutions may be proposed by 
representation from competing groups. It ensures that the issue raised is 
treated with enough importance to place it on the agenda for discussion 
by the elite. In a government setting, educational issues must compete 



(by some objective definition) won't achieve agenda status if those who 
run the system don't perceive it  as requiring attention" (Jones 84: 66). 
Agenda setting in a competitive palicy context means selling the issue 
so it is placed on an agenda for discussion. The attractiveness of an issue 
may be enhanced by 
1 the size and nature of the pcpulz o. J be affected; 
2 compelling evidence that the prL. 'er- is serious and real; 
3 the existence of an easily :e. dad and economically viable 

solution; 
4 the quality of the representa . . A srs L-cess to decision makers; and 
5 the preoccupations of the policy makers (adapted from Jones 1984: $5). 

Clearly a government elite wou!d ignore at its peril representation from 
stakeholders cornpr~sing the majority of the population. On the other 
hand high socio-~conomic status of a small group of stakeholders may 
be equally persuasive if the consequences of agenda exclusion may lead 
to a disastrous economic situation (by a huge private industry 
withdrawing, for example) or to diminished support from highly- 
placed and respected individuals. The second characteristic may be 
upheld by technical advice while repeated remonstrations in the press, 
petitions and demonstrat~ons may assist and will normally be of an 
intensity corresponding to the perceived seriousness of the issue 
(unless political activists whip up confern out of self-interest). 

A government will be more prepared to recognise an issue if the 
solution is already in sight and can be financed. (This is an example of 
an aspect of the implementation phase contributing to the formation of 
policf). However, this third characteristic could be overridden by the 
first ;WO: if the problem is patently serious and affects many people or a 
few important people it must be addressed. 

The fourth characteristic is quite politicai: it reiies on the quality of the 
leaders representing the issue and how tb?y gain access to decision 
makers. What is their relationship wlth policy making elites? Is it 
hierarchical, democratic, bargaining? How are the leaders chosen? Are 
they aggressive, sensitive, authoritative? W h o  will represent which 
problem definition and which aggregations? It is the articulation of 
diffuse demands in terms of specific proposals. 

The actors who perform thjs task will be at least partially identified by 
the way the problem has b e n  defined and aggregated. Far example, if 
technical analysis (horn the axis AD) prevails up to this stage of policy 
formation, a technical expert (such as an educator) is mote appropriate 
to represent the issue than a politician. 

The last characteristic will be decisive if policy makers have already 
been considering an issue related to or identical to that arising from 
interest groups. On the other hand, if their preoccupations have been 
with other competing agenda items, policy actors will not be so easily 
persuaded to engage themselves in an issue which will take time and 



At least three t v p s  of poliq making have been identified: 
1 routine - taking a decision an an issue already well established on the 

government agenda; 
2 anaiogous - treating new issues by relying an past solutions; and 
3 creative - treating each problem with an esse~tially unprecedented 

solution ijones 1984: 87). 
lones stresses that policy makers perform important linkage functions 
br?tlsee:~t problems and policies; they "look in both directions at once" 
{Jones 1984: ?M). The actors operate with problem definitions 
(sometimes vague} while having an eye ahead to the hard realities of 
how acceptable partictllar solutions might be in a political and 
~ o n o m i r  contest; that is, they consider the potential effects of 
implementation. The whole process is often spasmodic, spread over 
time and with episodic contributions frotn people with many other 
things to do. 

This stage is the accumulation of all that has taken place in the 
previous stages, except that the progression is not necessarily linear. The 
a:tor may revisit the prnblem definition, for example, and modify it or 
ask for a redefinition which may have repercussions on other stages. 

In elite decision making, the stages of aggregation and agenda setting 
may ae omitted when the elite act unilaterally without interest group 
pressure. Or they may remain in the absence of interest groups where 
the elite aggfegate and set the agenda for a "higherr' elite. Alternatively 
the elite may consult with individuals or interest groups that already 
exist hiore reaching a decision. The ways in which a derision is reached 
ixc!ud~ the foliowing: 
'1 uniiaieraliy by an elite; 
2 by an elite after wlective consultation; 
3 by an elite as the result of interest group demands, aggregated and 

adequately reprwnted; or 
4 by a committee comprisii?g elite and interest group representatives. 

The policy decision stage includes the nature of the policy statement 
itseli. This will determine what is required during the implementation 
stage. The policy decision m.ay be expressed zs a general goal without 
detaiiin~ who the actors are or the acts in which they must engage to 
achieve-the desired result. "To increase employment among 
Aboriginals" is such an example. It is not expiicit and leaves to the 
impLementors an important strategic task of specifying who will do  
rvhn t to put khe policy into effect. K i s  is policy expressed as a 
"disembodied objective" (Pressman & Wildavsky 1984: xxii). 
C~vemments  are sometimes partial to such general statements which 
are likely to meet with universal approval; it  appeases the puhfic, 
enhai~crs the govemmen:'~ popularity rating and leaves tl,e poiiticians 
beyond reproach if the method of implementation is badly handled by 
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dtyision make= would also say that suc'h a policy statement recognises 
the iimiis of their role and that specifications a b u t  applying the poiicy 
are pruperly the province of implementors. 

improvement of Aboriginal employment might be extended thus: "50% 
oi a%<ard sa!arv will be paid dwing the first year by the government tci 
ernployms emplayirtg Aboriginals residing iil the suburb af X in 
Svdnev," %me ot' the actors have been identified, what is to be done is 
clear, and an area of high Aboriginal unemployment has been rargetted, 
There stilt remain a number of pianning and administrative tasks for 

Stages of Policy Implementation 

'Im~ieme8tation may be viewed as a process of interaction between the 
seiring of goals and actions geared to achieving them" (Pressman & 
Svildavsky 1484: xxiii). ~ o a l k  are established in the policy statement 
which may or may not include more specifications to guide 
irnpiemc$orf, as ihe precedil~g discussian showed. 

>\fie; cc;nsidfraiiiin of ;he various pirlicy process models explored ifl 

content shapes impi~meniation by indicating the area in which the 

The w r d  "design" is defined in the Oxford dictionary as a "preliminary 
autiine for something that is to be madem and as a "scheme of attack or 

nokhing to be "made." Consider a policy decision to Levy a tax of x cents 
per hour of television -%?wing far each receiver in a household. The 
policy statement specifies what is to be carried out; the "thing" to h 
implemented is clear. There is nothing to create and therefore the first 



part oi the defi;-.l:iuf: of the desigx sfagr is xat applicable. Un the other 
h -  .,,itus a k L  ,lc)-. to tau-:ih an enterprise education curriculum in schaols 
w ~ ~ ! . ; l  ino~irre the srecification of curriculum guidelines as part of the 
impiemcnia:ion ~x.li t h ~  .n!icy and then the design of a plan to introduce 

other %*-c?rds the 'characteristics ui the inr~uvation" (Fullan 1977: 367) 

--, -~ 
<i\~11113n15 13; 3 .  3395. 

~ < &  -'~~,- r : j .q! :  ! $ = g * ! ~ . ~ ~  

from sumetking r~x!uemely simple, such as giving a person an extra task 

'-'-K->- C.-." i". ;nnoi-d:ion "irea[mcn;" hY"'c""'" 'U' 1 x 1 ;  .~ 
human resource pmvisiaii - iraimng, hiring or rea'rlorating staff 

The a~3riministrati\.~ structure is responsive to the political and technical 
environment in which it  f~nctinns: individuals, interest groups, the 

implementation may not be the same people who undertake the 



unto;s=n cr~ntir;grncies. 

The adrrllni trativr structure generates its own constituency comprising 
a stable base whc are regularly involved together with 
i f t . ~ i . ~ ~ & ~ ~  at. &r;o!vr.?..m? is  detemined by particular 
-r=>- . -F  

i s s : ~ ~  %=hi& i i i ,  -: then;. The ~~~.,nsii:uents include wiicy recipients 

This pi f~ jr  i~rie~pc"n:is 'enforcement" {Rabinavitz et a! 1476 102); 
i .~mplim<@- iAndi.:sitn i9.i. 79) or "operationaf stage" [WiIliarns 

. - 5,.; T T \  . ~ , . e  term 'enfcriement", and ta a lesser extent "cornpiianse", 

;-i tkc iirt.:ature d!srusse$ p ~ d b l i i  qalic? prwesses; tkat is, government 
generated poiii5cs rvhich are ~e~itimated -~ by a c s  ni parliament and 

i,on.;idet i t  1%) in their interm-3:~ to dto sol The perceived quality or 
~ ~ 

. , * h s ~ r ~ i s e  , . . L ~ - .  . ~f the p:ograrr; ;:re e i f u i a f ; i ~ ~ a i  rr&rnfiitii of iht>re 

There are, f o ~  exampie, at least thrre groups of final actors during 
erecutinn of a policy "to offer a single, international university entrance 
qtiali!;ratii;;i around the  world^': 
i teachers and examiners delivering a curriculum and the student 

evaluation process corresponding to that currisuium; 
. students as recipients of the IP program: and 
3 universitiw far the central authority responsible far universities) in 

different countries recognising the qualification. 



palicy may extend over a long period. In the above example examiners 
and university admissions officers act two years after the first cohort of 
teachers and students commence the IB. The execution stage from 
beginning to end is usually repeated many hmes after its first 
w~l-urrence, resulting in overlapping involvement of the actors. 

Execution inciudes testing of the "treatment." Testing is an implicit 
evaluative process which provicfes feedback, both formal and informal, 
ieadix~g to passible aljus~ments at any stage of the policy process. While 
f ~ d b a c k  c& and is given b~v actors at all stages of formation and 
iniplemenfation the impast'of a policy decision on its constituenq at 
the execution stage 1~4;ill vield rapunses of considerable value to those 
actors concerned with forming and implementing the policy. In the case 
oi a governn~ent po!icy statement with which the population must 
renpiy. ietdbaik fmrn the people might be ignored and the policy 
remain unchanged, even i f  unpopular. This is not so for policy 
c~ncrming th;. 18 which sehm!~ arid ilniveniiites are ncl obliged to 
.iriept Since the IB  operates in a free enterprise market it rnxst be 
J i t r  ., y.tivc .. a to its camurners; :fiereinre those actors responsible for its 
:o:niaticn and implementation must pay carefui attention to feedback 
and react accordinsly, In this study, f ~ r m d  and informal evaluation of 
--l'- ILV impact is thus considered an integral part of the execution stage; 

.:,S at :h+ dmign or administration stage, political or technical issues 
mar- arise during this final stage. L~ For example, classroom teachers (as 
ddivrrer51 mav 'rr in ~~ppo?i:ion to a particular curriculum ixnovation. 
Their reaction mar; tt.' acrrp! i t  re1uc:an;ly {which could satmtage the 
7r~jr"cti  r-'r not acc-~pt i t  at all. T h i  creates implication: foi revision of 
the F O ~ K ~  ii;di or its mode rtf impieneniation. 

.~ .  ~71i - ._. ,<.. .-id imple:::en:a:ion ic-- - - - - - -  yui;e3 ' ~ a  recipient who is k ~ f l r  able to 
," - , . tn~ii t  irilrrt n tceatmeni and willing to receive i t '  (bt'iliiams 197.5: 5481. 
-: : - 
i 4'- t 'itvs ab~;\iil:elv i~ a n ~ r n - c ~ m p u I ~ o i y  i t l icy SIICP as that 
.i?ntrtbrninz ,.. :he e.it~abii.;hmrnt o f  the IE diplsma. Recipients of a palicv 
Jre p-- .;,r iiiiii;! errentiai actors in the whole policv pm&-rss. Without them 
117,- eziitcnzr of a p?!ic~; and all other actors pertaining to it is 
t;..ianing!crs - :he policy was meant tor somemr! For instance, a 
.vr,v&,vm-a -,m* - ~ . l . ~ - * ~  ~.-- :-- - - - -  
. . . 5 % ~  f ! ? ~ - r e ~ r r  enrirr1nmen:ai ~ \ V ~ ~ P R P S S ' '  may appear 
to hare  PI? par:iixz:ar audience but its recipients include the general 
p h l i ~ ,  intlustr:es, educational curriculum designers, and teachers and 
~ubt ic i ty  iims ~qhi l  deliver the program to students and the public 
rrspectiurlv, having "received" i t  fmn: thf gauersmmt. 

-. -. 
i ~ , C . S P  3ie p e ~ l ~ f t l  UT ~:gani~at i t~ns  ifomdj aggregatic3nt of pmpic) who 
engage -. , . IX ac:ivitv towards a desired end Actors da not figure in the 

- 

xtirlmai mode1 but thev gajn significance as we move a l o n ~  the - 
~~ -L,n Tn!**=w -c T\z;-.> -A-%-  
- L . = ; . . . : b  Gu.L .  C., , ,g .= 7 invrirrs trlgure 2.1 p221 from the "scientific" end lo 
:h;. ~ r l ) ; f r s ~  initdel at the other extreme. The basic premise nf intez~st 
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group thmry, elite theury and the process model (which incorporates 
the other two) is that policy is formed and implemented by people 
exerting irtfluence over each other. These models involve human 
kings  with all their political acumen or lack thereof, self-interest or 
selflessness, party allegiances, personalities, ar.~bitions and influence 
taking precedence over the pure inteIlectual capacity of the robot-like 
decision maker of the rational model, unaffected by anything outside 
logical reasoning. 

This axis AC is concerned with the identification and behaviour of 
actors in IB policy formation and implement?-tion. Factors influencing 
their ii~volvernent at various stages of the policy process form the 
elements of the remaining axis AD. 

The "Rationale for the Framework" section of this chapter has already 
referred to the likely roie of elites in developing the IB and its 
organisation. Throughout those early y&rs there was a hierarchy of 
elites, including some intraslite groupings of individ'ials with equal. 
status and influence. A s  the IS organisation grew and ihe number of 18 
schmls increased tk-oughout the globe, students, parents and 
ciassrmm teachers grew in importance as interest groups to lobby the 
now-established elite of the IB Office in Geneva. Hence, a whole range 
of actors have affected ID  pi icy development over time. 

Kine actors appear on the AC axis: headmasters, teachers, parents, 
students, university staff, funding organisatio~s, education officials, 
L'NEKO and non-education professionals. 

The school is still the agency through which students are educated. At 
the centre is the student as "'client"; teachers, the headmaster and 
parents comolete the group of school con~munity actors. Any policy 
decision which does not improve educational opportunities for the 
students has missed its mark. This study's rclnceptuai framewotk 
includes the sets of actors belonging to the school comrnunitv: 
headmasters, teachers, parents and si.udenis. The latter did r~bt - play ~ an 
impuriani roie in the poiicy formation stages as their needs were 
represent4 by their parents. Students became more active during the 
implementation phase, particularlv at the execution stage where they 
were, of course, the rrripi?nts of the IB program. 

AS a pToup of educators outside the school community, university staff 
F:..; ' : . - :  -'ant m: .. related to administration, research, examining 

.. .. m , zersity admissions officers were 
S, , ;  , ,: - . 8 . )  .J .  ~ F! . , implementation - acceptance of the itl by 

-.. . :. was (and is) essential to its existence 
and deveiopmen.. ; !I:.. i lctors are included on the axis AC 
under the heading , . : s r  L staff," 

Education officials are administrators and others formally concerned 
with education outside the school. They include ministers of education, 
inspectors and directors of goverfiment departments of education; they 



iu&icut&i or examination b a r d s  sometimes associated with 
universities or governmer~rs. 

Funding organisations included the Ford Foundation, the Twentieth 
Centurv Fund, rhe Dulvcrton Trust, the Gufbnkian Foundation and 
:he ~ G n n e r  Gren Foundation. (These and other benevolent 
iam..dations are listed in Appendix 3 ). T5is category also indudes 
national goverriments, a number of which made annual contributions 
to the IB over several years. 

LCYEKO deservm a category of its at-%. Any mnceptual framework 
dealing 5s-ith international policy making and implementation needs to 
hzclude :he LX or LWESCE3 and its appropriate associated 
organisaiioni; these are the official inter-governmental agencies 
stab!ished to deaf with policy on an international scale. UNESCO is 
also a funding organisation although it offered more moral support and 
<%[ .;~?ut ihm monrv io bring together educators conclrmd -with 
international educaiion and to support IBC) eurricul~~rn projects. When 
L ' N E X G  pouiiled venues, secretarial assistance or simply the presence 

i t s  officers, the involverncni of such an important and far-reaching 
intein~tiunai actor always added ail air of authority and respectability. 

ltie Hnal category is "nun-ceucation professionals". These are 
ind:i.idusls whose profession is not concerned with education but who 
pidt.4 a par: in the f B  plim prNes.  They include businessmen, 
laivvers. cornpsnv exKutivt.s, ne- jpaper editors and politicians. There ~. .. 
~. 
1% 4 ,.i.siir.ie overhp here with the categow of "pzrents", Is a. member of 
.-L- biurd who h.-gptns to h" ais? a senior partner in a law firm 

cias;ifisd as a paregt or a nun-education professional? In this 
class~ircatinn iuih an individrral would be a parent because he or she is 
acting in hi.: or her capacity as a parent - that is ivhy the person was 
e!*cteti !Q the s;hix>l h a r d .  Thir "parent'. category is for any individual 
acrinr .. = in an i3'flcial ilr t~nnfiicial raparitr. . by virtue of being a - parent. in  
i!kher wsxds. ii the individudl had not k e n  a pnrent, the activity or 
.. i~nc ; i i>n  h-ould no; hive  arisen. Thus€ empfoyces of :he UF.i 

i~rb:an:sxtiitn \*-.;ho pressed for an international school were acting as 
pti*;%~ "i>i 23 non-ed?icatiari pfofes"ioa!s. 

The t-.nixe iakgnries uf actors shauid provide sufficient scope for 
:den~fi;ing who were the significant actors at different stages and why. 

Cerpm.t ~ ~ tBaua & G e i f f ~ ~ t  igfia: IRi-204f chapter oft assessing feverage - t.oifi:s is ert~emetv pertinent to the identification of elite actors. It must 

rememkred &at a leverage p i n t  may atsu be an institution or an 
er!sri-.g pkIcy. Three prwedufes far identifying actors with leverage 
were di5cussea under elite thmry: 

R ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ -  - ~ ~ u , a t i i ~ n ~ i  studies - asking "knc~wl~dgeablc' p p l e  to nominate the 
in:?u=intmls will identify non-instztuticnal, non-formal ieaders. 
P t c - + i t i ~ ~ ~ a l  approach - people in formai leadership pmitians are 
iciecm3 ~egazbls-; .  nf prwnal  efficacy and "real" influence. 



Nevertheless, the same individual holding multiple key positions or 
fostering a great number of interactions wit11 key individuals such that 
there are jrint payoff5 is in an ~pt imal  position t o  form elite coalitions. 
Such fiinction~l reciprocity is a @werful i f i f l~en~e .  
~ a l  ga~ticipa, ,'on ; - ~ approach - leverage *.nts are lucated according to 

the d e @ e  ni involvement in public life. One measure of this is the 

period of time. 

Leverage p i n t s  are issuespecific. Elite actors in IB policy development 
will not br the same as those for international policy development in 
health, except where the sar;le benevolent foundation may provide 
financial assistance to quite disparate causes. In this ,I* such G 

Elder iZY72: 2 )  have develctpb four categories of acrors which give clum 

their own gailt .- iseli-interest); "c~rcumstantial r~actors" launch a n  issue 
ai:ilr an  unaniiripaieri event !the event determines the elenrent en the 
AD axis); and 'ifit-~i~~ders~' hars a sincere c~mmitment to 

Gcrgt'~ 1Baut.r & C;erge;i 19ri*: lgZI notes that i h p r ~  rr a fm~itivc 
iorssiat:rin bef~i-pm the size ~i th? i~itri~lniunitv anti itte nirmt3er of 
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an asswiation or organisation is itself an international actor. 

Nni ail actors will ie elite, Intrresk group activity at the local national 
md international levels needs to be gauged and identified. It will vary 
over time and in refation to the growth of the IB Office and the 1% 
world of schrwls. The exteni to which interest groups have influence 
rviii 'W cioseiy tied tc the aggregation and agenda setting stages of thp 
pIic). process axis. Organised interest ersups with sound md 
prsuasive representation are likely to have m@?e success at agenda 

Interest groups will be affected by environmental factors but are in 
~mnerai - irss infiuencecf by .self-interest and techtlisal analysis because 

iurm ar.otbrr strata of the elite. 

Other actors + play .. important roles during the impler~wntation phase in 
particutar. Curria~lurn desipers are often teachers in schoo!s or 
universities. Irnplernentatio7 planners may be educational 
sdministratcrs at school and university level with assistance from 
personnel attached to benevo!ent founhations. During the execution 
stage member oi s~h iwl  communities act as deliverers (leachers) and 
rcqi~lents  ii.tu~ienisi or poliq. Parents may be considered vicarious 
re*:-_iiiefit?. !F erarninezs, as educational leaders in their respective 

* .  . -~ - ~ ~ - -  ~l;.>ii~'i!r;es, are usizi~ily drawn from schwls, universities, education 
.!e~artxnciit-. ar?d ex--xir;g boa;d% (as 're~jucation officials"). 

1~115 & ~ n e  interviewed or cr:n:ributing articles to newspapers and 
s>i!n?lcI tbereft,;e a x:parjte category the m ~ d i a  was not 
p ~ - s ~  -.... 2~t -~t+ary  :li.pn"~r!ate reimcnce to this publicity aspc l  wiii be made as 
. . * 

il tr:w.: via p.trticuiar actc~rs~ 

Influential Factors 

T s i ~  a i i s  Aff  inciildw the environmental context plus other factors 

+?m+5:me . . .  +~,F.~- !: actors am involt-&. For example, the problem 



major park; that is, where the actors were technical experts. Later 
decisions concerning the establishment of the IB diploma and Office 
may have been made by different actors who needed to be more 
sensitive to the context in seeking assurances of national 
government support and funding from international feundations. 
Thus the aciors are designated to some extent both by the factors on this 
axis and by the stage of the policy process operating at the time - hence 
the three dimensional framework. 

Influential factors may be concrete events or concerns in the mind of an 
actor. For example, the creation of an association of heads of 
intematioilat schools is an event which cam br identified by date, 
membership and objectives; its existence may constitute an important 
part of the educational environment in which an actor behaves. 
Coordinating school curricula and standards across the globe may be a 
belief of one actor who has never spoken or written about this 
preoccupation; i t  exists only in the mind, yet it could be a persuasive 
force which governs his or her actions. Both are valid influential factors 
of an educational nature. 

Erloironmentnl Context 

In his chapter on systems theorv Rye (19%: 40) defines policy formation 
and implementation as the response of a political system to 
environmental forces. Me defines the environment as "any condition 
or rircumstanee ,.. external to the boundaries of the political system". 
The framework for this study expresses ihe view that actors 
(individua!!p or c~llectively) are at the heart of policy making and 
implementation (in rational as well as non-rational models). It is 
therefore actors representing the political system (for example, 

, coniext {partisaiistii~;., F*et piay, i d ~ i o g i e ~ .  Ine poiiiicai context is 
not restricted to political parties; it includes relationships betweer? any 
actors where influence, p w e r  play and favours operate. 

Thus, in this study, the environment comprises khose conditions which 
are societnt and instifutiannl in the sense that they affect the population 
of a country or sn institution as a whole, evolve largely beyond the 
control of any one individual and are often identified through 
statistical analysis: social, economic, cultural, political, demographic, 
historical, geographical, educational and technological ftlernents. 

Four af these environmental conditions - demography, culture, history, 
geography - are grouped together under "social context" tn reduce the 
number of elements on this axis of the conceptual framework, making 
it manageable as an analytical tool. The importance of each conditioxl 
comprising ihe social context should not, how-ever, be overlooked. 
h r i n g  certain stages d the policy prwess, a particular condition 
subsuibed under this heading may be highly appropriate and deserve 
~ q a t a t e  treatment. The characteristics of each environmental condition 
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These environmental contexts may be international, national or local. 
Seen from an institutional perspective [such as a schoolf it is useful to 
distinguish beheen  the internnl environment (within the boundaries 
of the institution) and the external environment (the national and 
international context outside the boundaries of the institution). As an 
internal environmental element, then, demography includes 
"pop??lation" statistics about actual and projected student enrolment5 
and mabiiity patterns of families. International diffusion or Anderson's 
(1984: 23) "other nations" also forms part of the environmental context: 
the effect that policy adoption in one~cauntry may have on similar 
policy decisions in another country. This is the international version 
relating to the effect that other policies can have on the formation and 
implementation of a particular policy. There are then six 
environmental factors represented on the axis AD: economic, 
educational, social, political, technological and international diffusion. 

For this study the environment is defined as any societal or 
institutional condition or circumstance external to the actors; where the 
actor is an organisation and not an individual the environment is the 
local, national or international context external to that organisation. 
Any one or more of the environmental factors may create the setting in 
v.-hich the problem is perceived and defined; they may determine the 
way aggregations occur or do not occur, the quality and success of 
agenda setting, the behaviour of the actorfs) in reaching the final policy 
decision, how the policy is translated into practice, administrative 
arrangements a n d  the effectiveness of policy execution. At any one of 
these policy forAmation and implementation stages the environment 
may also be acted upon and altered by the very changes it has itself 
brnught a b u t .  For example, the aggregation of 2 psriicular interest 
OmuF within a country to seek the introduction of the IB into a number E 

of government schools will, b its very existence and activity, raise 
community awareness about ine IB. The political context in which 
agenda setting occurs and :he elite actors make a decision will therefore 
L,. A:iL.-.-- vc u~tirrrili i r ~ m  that which prevailed ai ihe problem definition stage. 
The environmental elements often interact with each other in various 
de,qces of interdependence. 

The other factors on this axis are not environmental according to the 
definition above. 

Trchnicai Analysis 

Technical analysis is not to be confused with the technological context 
(an enr.ironmeatal factor). The former refers to the scientific analysis of 
an event or phenommnn, usually in order to produce 
rerummendations to those who requested the analysis. It is carried out 
bp one or more experts in the field. A technical report on, say, the 
transmission of IS exam results by computer or the use of conference 
telephone facilities may be compelling evidence for actors wishing to 
improve the efficiency of world-wide interaction at a reasonable cost. 
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The technological context refers to the evolution and spread of 
technological kauwhow both in society and in more ciosed scientific 
circles. The advent of the fax machine, for instance, has improved 
iaternational communication and enabled accurate, written 
information to bt? disseminated immediately to all corners of the globe. 
This technological factor has obvious implications for the expansion of 
ihe IB and would therefore influence policy making and 
in~plementation in this area. 

Technicat analysis it: an important part of the ratimai model of decision 
n r a k i n ~  it is a function, not a context - a function which brings 
scientific objectivity to the decision maker's desk. This is an appropriate 
influence in educational policy formation and impfementation where 
actors ntay be at  least as responsive to reports by technical experts as to 
p3':iicd capriciousness, 

EJucatioil is not a parcxhia] national institution; it is a rationalised part af 
the t m h m l o ~  af pr- and modemimtion - a world-legitimtcd goal 

= edumljun i t d f  a xkntlfic mnstfuction, built not around the pr*nordial 
nadiiirm i.f &ery, but around a gpneral techflology of rwmialising 
pF~Is:iu~s to achieve prah-ss (Dicrkesct a1 1987: 188-3891. 

l: the ~isnmption of ~duraiion is scientific rather than political (as 
d t - c n M  b)i Dierkrs el uii, technical analysis may have special relevance 
to the i~i;iowing stages of policy making and implementation in 
education- probicm definition, agenda setting, the policy decision itself 
and the &sign of an innovation. Compelling evidence from a technical 
r e p ?  ir; diifimlt ta irnr+rel ., even though alone it may not be sufficient 

% l t - ~ n t e r ~ t  -- may p i . 2 ~  a v?t& in p!icY fa-,;ma:i;;;; impie- 
mcnta:ii.n. f c  i.; more personal than the influence ni one individual 

disc3 i n v u i v ~  making policy decisions which are nor in the best 
:nti.:t?rs cJ.i the stake holders but which will increase an individual's 
~ h ~ ~ n c e s  of promotion, remuneration, admiration from 
-;ltlognir+rJ a d  respected eiites or acceptance by powerful and wedthy .... -1 is- ~r who mav &feared mare than respectd. 

+?C i : - i i ! i t ~ r ~ f  --.- exists only at the personal ieutll but it may i:~: proplled by 
nations! or interttatirrnal factnrs such as the arriva! of a new, 

country Y, with a tmg: .. . histwy of demon-acy and capital expmsion, may 



quality (a1tho;gh ihis has become the more accepted connotation): in 
nnlicd formation and imdernent, ;ion this writer considers it to be 
C - -J 

negative when decision makers quite clearly sacrifice the larger good for 
aersonai self-advancement or gain. It is, however, a natural, often 
hsitive and legitimate reason for action. Certainly it may be a 
powerfully motivating force which overrides all other influential 
considerations including technical advice. 

While it is difficult to measure because rarely admitted by incumbents 
themselves, observed behaviour of the actor before and after critical 
events together with a subsequent rewars =ay lead to the conclusion of 
perceived self-~nterest. From 1978 until I981 the Director of the Mission 
Larque (a sen.i-governmental organisation for the promotion of French 
schools overseas) in France had been the ofhcial represen-ative of the IS 
in that country, A new socialist gavernment wan the election in May 
1981. Shortly after in the same year, at an internananal IB conference at 
SPvres reported in the press, this person spoke out vehemently and 
~lnexpectedly agxnst the IB, branding it as elitist - this was the 
previous!y supportive IB representative for France! A few weeks after 
the conference he was appointed to a very senior position in the 
education ministry, a ministry which from that day until now has 
expressed concerns about the elitism of the IB "Knowledgeable" people 
at rhe time attributed the action to self-interest. 

Ideologies 

This term is used in the sense of visionary specillation, based on a set of 
.beliefs or values which guide action. In this stady ideologies, beliefs and 
values are treated as synonymous. Ideologies may be collective and 
sodetai and therefore fornl part of the cu1:ural (sociai) and political 
elements of the AD axis or they mav be personal land may h at odds 
with the majority ideologv:. "ldeolbnics" as a separate element refers to 
the beliefs of a&rs which are critical at the moment of 
dffiding on a policy or when defining a problem. As with self-interest, 
the inditldual's beliefs may be shaped by the local or global 
environmental context. 

The ideology or beliefs of an actor "ar* pole stars of poticy reasoning, but 
:hey are invoked and altered by interests rerpondi~ig to events that 
create opportunities to set a new agenda" (Horowitz 1989: 277). Beliefs 
guide pIicy action; t!.e action creates rtew interests which, in turn, 
modiiv the beliefs of policy actors. The most pwerful  ideologies arise 
from number of sources: 

formative events such as the success of a political party or ethnic 
group; 
"iessans of experience" which should be respected; 
commihents not easily broken with impunity; and 
patterns of rclativns or collective aspirations and anxieties {Horowitz 
19619: 227)~ 



ideologi~s form the bedrock of policy discourse, particularly at the 
moment of decision making, but ideologies do not act autonomously. 
"Beliefs do not prevail over interests; they prevail because they are 
propelled by interests" (Harawitz 1989: 278!. The eclecticism and 
fickleness gf personal beliefs &cause new interests continually arise) 
belie, then, the notion that national beliefs, culture, ideas and ideologies 
naturally produce policy consistency. Universally-held educational 
goals are under the coniiol af national purpose, but policy actors may 
have personal, changing ideulogief nat in tune with the naiional 
purpose, especially where the actors are lcuking from an international 
vmtage point as with the IB. 

There is a congruence at tirnes between personal ideology and self- 
interest [or other interests) which may change the direction of policy 
even in the face of pwerful  national values. 

L? summary, 

... e!ite k3:t.i; cbnge ovei tire ... one wt of 'wiiefg can overcome mother 
inconsisrent set: ... critical events can alter the balance of authoritative 
beliefs; anci ... where beliefs are in cadlict, organised interests have room for 
mnwr!vre (Horowitz 1989: 219). 

White this may be considered part of the social context, it is important 

Model' Chapter 21, Family welfare impinges on much of government 
po!iry making either explicitly or implicitly in many countries. It has 
obvious implications for winning votes a t  elections because it has 
universal acceptance: few will deny the importance of thp family unit 
fnr the nu?-rltrr? and detieiqrnent of children. Hence government 

tangibiv applauded by the voting public, n ~ n y  of whom are parents. 
~olicies may affect, for example. the desirable size of families, rnobifity, 
family finances, enby to schook nr university, religious content in the 
school curricutml or state versus private schaol education. 
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if its rnen~bers are to sta;; together. Questions of mst, curriculum, 
examinations, language of instruction, location, security, adaptation and 
university recognition in thi home country or elsewhere loam large. 
Conversely the IB  curriculum may have a positive impact on the 
children o f  a family in their own country by opening more easily the 
d ~ w s  of universities world wide and providing an international 
ou:lrx_lk which is lacking in the naLona! curriculum. 

Pcqile rvhu are voluntarily active on school boards and parent 
organisations often undertake such tasks in the interests of their 
children attending the schcwi. This is an aspect of family welfare which 

Interdependent Characteristics of the Conceptual Framework 

Simuitnnrou: Is i~o!t .rmr*nf r.f Efem~nts  on the Ssme Axss 

Thus far the discussion h;ts attempted to elucidate the elements of each 
axis and the overlap which may orcur amongst some of them aiong the 
saiile axis. The environmental factors of the axis AD ivill rarely operate 

einncmic cnrtditinns, particularly in government schools. History may 
also play a part if eonsideratian is given to when the school was first 
buiit and equipped, and at what in tends  computer equipment has 
k e n  up-dated. A decision not ia purchase new equipment at this time 
rnav mean that the impact ot the economic context and!or the his:cbrical 
context has been greater than technological considerations. A decision 
ia purchase the up-dated cornputtrs mhy mean that the technolc?gical 
factor was the most persuasive, even if the o!he: ttvi: factors: piajied a 

T h 
5 iie iran:ewnrk cannot indicate such nuances of influence; tu attempt 

influential $actors or actors ignored. 

Clatsgorie cf actors along the axis AF are discrete with no overlap 
occurring. The distinction hetweer\ parents (as non-educators) and non- 



The s t ags  of policy rox~natiort and implementation are shown as a 
linear s q u e n i r  (A to B in Figure 3.1) for ease of conceptualising the 
whole iiarnework and to structure the anaIysis of the It3 policy process. 
3- ,,, ~ remxs,+ -.I:& t wme steps ;itay omitted. It may be that other stages are not 
,L . . ,~ ;cx ,~  untii a later stage has k i t  amn~pl i shed  and there is a 
return to p;euious stagesl For example, a drug problem is perceived 
atnrxigst s,>ms adoiescknts at schmi. The problem is defined as 
jrucients' lack of knowledge a h u t  the consequences of taking drugs. 
Parents aggregate to bring the issue to the headmaster who, at the 
agenda setting stage, jays that the prablem should be defined more 
iuiiur i n iom~t iun  on the consequences of drug taking can be included 
in a c o m p u i s o ~  chemistry coixse but what is the cause - alienation, 
h:redorn, fa>mily tensions? And what about legislation and pernalitief, is 
zhlf not part oi the problem? 

The stages 0; p j i t y  formatiort and implementation appear, then, in a 
s q ~ m t i a l  array to organise disivssion of the whole framework and to 
iih7ris the analysis to come. The centre of the model in Figure 3.1 is the 
axis .% to B, rnnuing through seven pr~licy process steps in ascending 
~irGrr a i  indicated by the arrow at the top of AB. Similar arrow heads 
aFpear ar the top ni the three remaining vertical axes to emphasise the 
upward mu\-en~ent and to give a sensation of the evolution of time. 

Elcliicy i oma ion  and impiernentation is srldorn, if evcr, a prscess 
taking place at a slngle point in time: Between the perception of a 
probleml its ~ewlutlon in a policy statement and the final execution of 
the pALcy many pver?ts transpire Each stage itd the policy proems 
rep:wnts. ir, 5ene:ai tem,s, a pzzsage oaf time ishich starts %ith the 
&finitior, of at A aiid mai=e5 -5hmiigh aggega~on, age,i& 
ietiing. pciic~ dd~ririon, design and administratia~t, finishing with the 
exc=cu:ioh of h e  p i i c y  at W. In the m d e l  each p l i q  process step is 
tempra! an :he axis AB. 

X;7y bdikwa-d nr parallei movement wiiI increase the overall lapse of 
time what is shown in simplified form as a linear progression. 
The engagement nf actors xldom remains static over time: the 
expe;wctati&i is that different actors will mm* into promineace, perhaps 
fa; different reasans, irom :he beginning to the end of the palicy 
making prMirrss. White any or all of the rerticat a x e  CE, AB, DF and HC 
represent the stages of p i i ~  formation and implementation aver time, 
thk reader will more quickly'p;iasp the signifieance of the framework if 
he!<he -c i r  as fmuwd aro&d & r e  axes of which AB is the :ntral, 
g"ding axis. AC iof anv of its parallel axes BE, E, DHi represents 
naaionai and international actors in random sader; AD (or any of its 
parafLei axm BE, EG, CH? r e p r e n t s  the factors which inflrlerm the 

prm--5 E x c p ~ i  for the grouping of environmental factors the- 
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are also distributed randomly along the axis; within their section, the 
environmental factors are indiscriminately placed. Elements on axes 
AC and AD may be varyingly relevant for a given stage {and hence 
given time-span) of policy formati~z~ and implmentation; relevance 
of one element may or may not be r e l ~ t e l  to relevance of another. 

Georn~trrc Pvupmties of the Cancepfuat Franrework 

The framework suggests that any stage of policy formation and 
implementation can be placed in at least one point in three 
dimensional space to show which actors are involved and how their 
behaviour is influenced during the time-span of that stage. In other 
words, the model conceptualises the question: who d w s  what and why? 

who = nationai and international actors = axis AC 
what 2 stages of policy formation and implementation over time = axis 

why = factors influencing the policy prwess = axis AD 

Note that axls AB is central; i t  i s  the point of departure for following 
and understanding the model 

The matrix consists of 560 cubic spaces representing 560 locations within 
the graphic three dimensional model. The numbers along the three 
axes enable any one of the 560 locations to be pin-pointed. The model 
emphasises the interdependence of actors being influenced as they 
engage in the process of policy formation and implemet~tation: no 
element an one axis can operate independently of at least one element 
on each of the other two. The following illustration should make this 

Taking the policy prt)cess axis as the constant, choose the "agenda 
setting" stage, !hat is AB3, the third layer aiong the vertical axis AB. The 
agenda setting step f as b e n  designated. Which actors are involved in 
this stage? Assume it is the parents putting forward a case for the 
establishment of an 1- diploma; this is the third vertical segment along 
the a x i s  AC. It is dr . t ~ d  by AC3. But since A83 is established, 
nothing above or L i t  is of Interest on the vertical axis; the 
~ntersection of AB3 .J BC3 defines zn area of, in fact, 10 cubes - the 
geometric shape IJKLMNOP in Figure 3.2 (which should be consulted 
for the rest of this discussion). 

The next question is: why did the parents act? Assume that one of the 
reasons is mobility of expatriates seeking appropriate schooling abroad 
(that is, a demographic factor belonging to the "social context" heading). 
AD7 now becurnes activated and intersects the area of 10 cubes, already 
delimited by the meeting of AB3 and AC3, pin-pointing one of the 

The inside of the whole geometric framework is an empty space with 
the patelifral of 560 cubic locations each of which may come into 





axes AB, A? and AD. Thus, in the example, a cubic space has taken 
forrr, "suspended" within the geometric matrix at a location whlch 
may be exactly identified as AM, AC3, AD7 - see Figure 3 2 This cube is 
a visual realisation of anr aspecr of the agenda s t t ing stase of the policy 
process. It shows that parents were prtrldyal actors at this stage, 
prompted by a demographic problem (conmned with internationally 
rnob~te expatriates) 

There are, of course, other possible interactions for the agenda setting 
stage (AB3). Perhaps a non-education professional (AC?) sucf't as a 
political figure is equally active in promoting the establishment of the 
Ifs diploma out sf self-interest (AD4). These three co-ordinates (AB3, 
AC9, AD41 identify another cubic space, always within the volume of 
the third layer of the vzrtical axis AB since we are still considering the 
agenda setting stage, Alternativelv or additiondly, the political figure 
(AC9) may have been propelled into representing the IB idea because of 
his /her orvn ideoiogies (AD3). 

Assume t h ~ t  the three examples of interaction at the agenda setting 
stage are a11 etju~lly impartant; they could visually appear as in Figure 
3.3 

The mbic spaces ;bus becorn: "filled" when the anaiysis produces 
corre:ations between elements on the three axes. Each filled cubic space 
represents an interdependence which the analysis has established as 
important for the policy process. They form a configuration for each 
!ayer (assuming each stage is addresed) Note that !hey do not  show 
gradabons of in~nlvement (of actors) or impact (of influential factors); 
these are treated in the discussion. Where the element is judged 
lrnportant enough it will contribute to the formation of a cube 
somewhere in the total rnatrlx 

While the method of visualising policy formation and implementation 
according to each of its stages (layers on the AB axis) makes for a 
geometric representation which is easy to grasp, the whole matrix must 
be considered if the psltion of cubes in particular locations of the three 
dimensronal Figure are to point to any discernible trends over time (axis 
AB), to yield edditional information or to prompt questions. After 
analysis of the contribution of various elements on each axis, a matrix 
with a numkr of occupied mbic spaces will result. Suppase that a 
sign~ficant number of c u b s  occur in the vertical slice of space 
correspnding tn "family welfare" (AD21 It will be possible to visually 
trace zttfirch actors are most influenced by this factor and at what stage(s) 
of the poiicy process Or it may be of interest to know with which stages 
of policy formation and implementation the family welfare factor most 
frequently occurs; and to speculate why. The incidence of a significant 
number of cubes on one particular vertical or horizontal segment may 
indicate an interactive phenomenon of special importance in policy 
f~rmatinn and implementation 



Figure 3.3 T'tte Agenda %wing Stage (Layer) of Policy Fomatiom Possible 
Acton and Factors Influencing their Bchavinur 



The conceptual framework seeks to give a visual irnpressioil of the 
et*erufl picture of policy formation and implementation. It is possible to 
subdivide elements as they appear on the axes in order to arrive at 
configurations representing more precise events, but this increases the 
size and reduces the simplicity of the figure. In any case, the framework 
is not meant to indicate detail (that will arise in the discussion) but to 
provide a frxus for the methodology and a broad concept which will 
acct?mnlodate more detailed analysis. 

The essence rrf the model is the interdependence between the stages of 
the policv process, the actors and the factors which influence them. The 
matrix is faithful tic this aspect as no cubic space can come into existence 
without these three dimensions: that is, without one co-ordinate on 
ezch of ;he three a e s .  For the sake of structure the axes of the actors and 
the influential factors contain elements dependent an the stages of 
policy formation and implementation, which are treated as constant. 

The model is exkremely flexible. Elements can be added or subtracted 
from any axis. For example, "scientific context" might replace 
"educationaI context" where policy concerning the establishment of an 
international network of biochemical industries i s  being considered. 
The on!y constraint is not to have too many elements leading to an 
enormous number of permutations which defy synthesis or 
meaningful assimilation by the reader. The present attempt is to 
provide a schema that will identify a set of parameters which seem 
relevant to international p i i cy  making and implementation in 
education with particular tefefence to the development of the IB 
diploma and Ofiice, whii 2 trying to steer between oversimplification 
m d  superfluous, distracting detail. The model thus isolates three 
4imensions and a number of elements of each, rather than 
concentrating on technical problems of methodology which is the 
subiect af the chapter to fn!!nw+ The mm&! sho..id exzb!e the research 
queitions p s e d  in Chapter 1 to be answered. 

The framework should be applicable to p i icy  analysis in other 
disciplines or to other parts of the policy process, such as evaluation, 
p rov~d~ng that the importance of actors and the influences on their 
behaviour are considered central to the subject under analysis. 

Summary 

This chapter has discussed the rationale for the framework and has 
de+rribed in some detail the conceptual framework itself. The three a x s  - stages of policy formation and implementatifin, actors, and influential 
factors - were prwnted and the elements of each explained with 
examples. The interdependent characteristics of the framework have 
k e n  emphasised and illustrated through the geometric properties of 
the three d~mensional matrix. 



policy formation and ;mlslementation process (which includes the 
dimension of time) is shown as a linear progression when in reality the 
process is nor necessarily sequential either in steps or in time. The 
subtle~es cif the degree ai involvement of particular actors m d  the 
degree to which various fsciors might influence their behaviour are not 
part of the rnodei but will tom part of the discussion. 

Fina!!~, mention was made of the fle~ibility of the made1 for analysing 
policy formatiofi arrd imyle~ltentation in different disciplines or other 
parts of the policy process from an international or national 
p r sp i i i v r .  

The next chapter will discuss the methodology by which the conceptual 
framework will k US& to analyse policy formation and 
implementation relating to the development of the IB. 



m A m m  Q 

RESEARCH METI'HOWLDGY 

Intrudadion 

It is time to reassert the nature of this study. Nagel(1980: 3) dzfines 
pslicy analysis research as the "how-twdeit methods associated with 
determining the nature, causes and effects of government decisions or 
policies designed to cope with specific sccial problems." From a research 
perspective "nature" means the substance of the palicies, "causs" refers 
to the how and why they came about, and "?f£mts" imp1it.s an 
evaluation of implemented policies and their outcomes. 

Sage1 g m  on to identify four fcri for palicy research: 
f raking palicies as givens and determining what causes them; 
z taking social forces as givens and determining for what palicies they 

are resprtsibie: 
3 taking piicies as givens and determining what effects they have; or 
4 taking effects/goals as givens and determining what polides will 

achieve or maxin~ise those goals. 

A major part of this itudy's focus is on the first of the above types - 
investigation of policy causation, that is, how and why palides came 
about.  he third type above presupposes that implementation has taken 
place in order to determine policy effects. The other m Jor p,ut of this 
study is: concerned with implementation. This research is a'de:.c~ptive, 
empirical analysis of past events in relation to the crea;ia;~ of the IB 
Oifise and the IE diploma. 

This chapter is concerned with h a w  the investis-trtr ic.?!ectcG what 
f r o 3  wkcre to answer the research question which is *tow reiterated. 

What are the characteristics of pl icy formation z,rd implementation which 
havp led to the estabiishrnent of the IR diplorn: and the1R Off~ce? 

Quantitative and Qualitative Research 

Quaniiiative and qualitative research mrrthcds have provoked much 
comment in the literature, The usefuiness of quantitative research in 
the analysis of poky processes has at times been disparaged. It has &n 
described as a farm of "hit and run" social science whereby pm and post 
tests form the basis for conclusions about policy effects. "Having little 
idea a b u t  what ~ o r k e d  or why, but only that relationships were 
statistically significant is not an infornative contribution to the nwds 
of the poiicy maker" (Colernan & LaRoque 1983: 248). Qualitative 
research has its rmts in social anthropology. It encompasses n m -  
statistics! twhniques where the "researcher gets intu.the s o d 4  world 
king studied, especially through participant observation and 
interviewing ... supplemented by dncurnentaty sources" (Finch 1986: 5). 



These methods allow the recearch to focus upon the actors who are 
involved in the formation and implementation of policy. 

Doing qualitative analysis means dealing with phenomena that ate 
cornpiex, elusive and often ambiguous; the researcher must come to 
terms with these intangibles "and ultimately pass them on to the reader 
in a form that darifies and deepens" (Miles & Huberman 1984: 2511, For 
qualitative analysis to be taken seriously the researcher should be fully 
explicit about what is bring done each step of the way. Full explanation 
does not mean the amassing of an enormous amount of data; the 
researcher can easily be swamped in a surfeit of information. What is 
required is careful selecticn of which data from what sources to permit 
an anaiysis of how IB policy was developed according to the variables 
(and their interdependence) of the conceptual framework. 'The quality 
of analysis and the use of solid evidence ... determine the value of a 
study" (Anderson 19%: 164). 

Techniques of qualitative social science research methodology will be 
explained and emp!oyed in this study to respond to the research 
question in accordance with the conceptual framework. 

A Study h International Policy Formation and Implementation 

The moss-cultural setting of this research has some important 
implications for methodology. The goal of research is the acquisition of 
hard facts a b u t  who  did w h t ,  why and to what effect? In this study on 
policy formation and implementation the who, what and why exist 
within an international setting, not simply a national one. Policies 
concerning the growth of the I 0  and its development in numepous 
coutttries had to (as they still have to) accommodate the particularities 
of various national contexts. Key actors or initiators in differe~t parts of 
the wcrld supported the idea of an IB diploma and an IB Office to 
administer i t .  These actors had an international outlook which was not 
always shared by other elite actors in national governments or schaol 
authorities to whom the ideals of the IB had ko sold. 

Sometimes the acceptance of the IB hinged on the degree to which it 
was ir. tune with the country's culture and idealogies (or those of the 
government). At other times national decision makers were influenced 
by IB developments in ather countries - international diffusion 
whereby policies cuncerning the growth of IB schools were adopted by 
national governments or education authorities in various parts of the 
world. The adoption af the IB by a school authority, for example, means 
that the IB is seen as a solution to a problem which had already W n  
perceived or to a problem which knowledge of the IB suddenly raised. 
(Where international diffusion influences policy formation and 
implementation the perceived problem in country X may be that it is 
not keeping abreast of educational develcpments in country Y where 
the IB is already taught in some sclxmkt. 

From the definition of the problem through to policy execution it is 



important to probe national actors within the contexts of theit country, 
their ideologies, their ways of thinkhg, thek education system and 
their perceived needs. Expression ;,nd theugl t are mlbre-bound and, 
even if expressed in similar words, may have 3 totdly different 
meaning from that understood by the reward )er. The interaction 
between national and international actors is e xtremely important in 
elucidating the dimensions of the I snceptual iramework and ensuring 
that culture-specific elements are able to be rr eaningfully compared and 
comprehended. 

The Case Study Approach 

This research is a case study of the developm a t  of the IB diploma and 
Office from its beginrungs to just beyond the end of the implmentation 
phase in 1975. It 1s an historical study - an ap,,roach which has been said 
to be under-utilised in all policy areas although such r e a r c h  is needed 
for two reasons. Firstly, to expand the number of cases avaiiable for 
study by seeking examples fromeearlier periods. Secondly, an overview 
of the development of policies, inst~tutions and isrues is necessary for 
an adequate comprehension of the current state of affairs (Dierkes et al 

The research spans more than fifty years and may therefore qualify as a 
longitudinal study. Investigations over a protracted time period identify 
non-linear developments and contribute to an understanding of their 
preconditions; "they pinpoint contiactions, reversals and sharp 
historical breaks. Short-term perspectives based on short data runs and 
insufficient historical underpinnings have ter~ded to overlook patterns 
of non-linear growth" (Dierkes et a1 1987: 508). This r u g  study is well 
placed to identify temporary aberrations, turns and any unusual 
juxtaposition of events as the chronology of IB development unfolds. 

The definiiion of a case study in relation to the policy p r m s  which 
kzsi wits this research i s  the foliowing: 

A c a s  shldy ts a chronrrlcifgcal nanattve that porttays how one or more 
pemw (usualfy of f id$)  went about the busrrffs of making (or influencing 
the mkmg oO a government dwston, at how they went atrout mrrylng out 
such a dension; or how iirqr sought to deai wiih a particular probkm of 
g n v e m n t  admimskation ( k k  et e11%2: 89). 

It emphasises the importance of actor behaviour in arriving at a policy 
decision and its implementation, although the problem and resultant 
policies are not exclusively defined by or decided by government: non- 
governmental organisations (both national and international) and 
private education authoritit% are often involved. The analysis is a 
chronological narrative fan indispensable ingredient of the case study) 
of IB policy formation and implementation. In essence it i s  a 
phenomenological approach, highlighting the actors and depending on 
the natural powers of peaple to be able to experience and understand. 

Case studies are most frequentIy criticised for not allowing 



generalisations to be made, Yet they can: 
. rest existing theories; 
. provide detailed analysis of particular events; 
. provide an intuitive feel for the subtleties of the policy process 
! 'nderson 1984: 165); and 

One of the main virtues of the case study a p p r a a ~ ~  is the contextual 
richness of detail with which phenomena are portrayed and the lucidity 
it offers for illuminating the human dynamics of the policy process 
(Hofferbert 1974 94,133). 

The format of the case study itse!f comprises the folJowing: 
presentation of the historical background; 
identifymg central actors and their interests; 
reconstrdcting puricipants' attitudes and a-ti L 01s; 

. isolating decisions on a poliq', and 

. p~npointing implementa4:dn action. 
Difficulties may arise at any of these points. Choosing which historical 
information relevant and ensuring that all pertinent actors 
(Including those "behind the scenes") have been identified requira 
much diligence and patience on the part of the researcher and a sound 
methodology. Remnstrdcting past events and attitudes is fraught with 
the problem of impaired recali and biased perceptions when an 
interviewee casts his or her mind back twenty or thirty years (as in this 
study); available written documentation is unlikely to treat the human 
dimension of feelings and attitudes and, if it does, it will almost 
certainly be less candid than the utterances from m oral interview or 
informal discussion. The use of multiple sources to elucidate the same 
event will alleviate this problem to some degree. Finally, :he 
developmental, nature of the policy process may thwart attemph to 
pinpoixtt the policy decision since the at-off point of the continuous 
process is unclear and, where it can be identified, almost immediate 
modifications to the policy will be requested and considered. Policy is 
never static. It is always subject to change brought abut ,  for example, by 
interest groups or by modified ideologies (propelled by new interests) 
on the part of e h  pcslicy make:s. The researcher needs b be as explicit 
as possible about when policy decisions Mtmr and implementation 
ceases; he should linzit the anaiysis by designating a final moment 
beyond which events wilt not be considered. As Hofferbert (1974: 139) 

The principal analytical elements of this case study are reflected in the 
conceptual framework of international policy farmation and 
implementation in education. These elements have been chosen 
kcause of their relevance to TB development. in this research, the 
sections of the case study format descpiM above are directly 
represented in the stages of policy formation and implementation 
which struchsre the discussion and the analysis: problem definition, 
aggregation, agenda setting, policy decisian, design, administratian and 



execution (the AB axis of the conceptual framework Figure 3.1). 

Since policy formation and irnslementation deal with hutnan actions 
and interacfim~s the case studymwds to respond to the multipiieity of 
prspectives present in social situations. The researcher must be 
discreet, tactful, dispassionately observant and sensitive to the hidden 
agenda; this will enable him to determine a "feeling for what is right, a 
jud.m~ent of what to emphasise or what to play down, a sense of justice 
mgr'air play" iBock et uf 1962: 11). 

The case study makes a particular contribution to cross-cultural policy 

!n educational priicy analysis ease studies are at least as impetant as the 
statistical ones k a u w  they rcprwnt the indispensable Iink to the 
s ~ i f i c s  of the ecoiiomic, plitical, administrative and cultural conditions 
of the individual countriffi (Dierkes et a1 1987: 507). 

Primary and Feeanday Sources of Data 

The use of primary sources is preferable to avoid the misinterpretation 
which inevitably resuib from second or third hand versions of an 
event. Secondary sourczs are useful in confirming contentious areas 
suck the prception of attitude and the reasons actors behaved as 
they did, but dune they are insufficient. The importance of primary 
sn~&ces, especially in case studies, is well expressed by Kerlinger (1973: 
702 quoted in Tvmkrt 1979: 46): 

A primary x~upw is the original repository of an historical datcm, likean 
oggi~a! rmrd kep of an important o asion, an pyewibless description of 

The p r i m q  sotlrrrs af dais for this stt:dy are shorn in Table 4.:. 

k-andar). d w u ~ e n t a r g  sourcm indude newspaper reports, artides and 
L&kn = . -A  -L-..' *.. . - 

a nrrirrr l  uaour ~ e y  evenis and key actors by peapie who were 
sometimes key actors themselves, sometimes not. Similarly, interviews 
aild conversations took place asking important actors how fkey  
perceived events and the attitudes of others. A book such as A. 
Peterson's The intematiand tlaccdrureate: .h Experiment in 
International Education (1972) provides primary data about his attitudes 
and behaviour and secondary data about the actions and attitudes of 
others; Cross-referencing of multiple sources of data, from both primary 
and secondary origins, gives more credibility to the analysis. 

Primary source material was necessary for the compilation of an 
accurate c h m n o l a ~  of events relating to the creation of the IB diploma 
and Office; the minutes of the ISA, ISES, the bard Meetings of the 
Inte~.atior?al %ha01 of Geneva and the recollections of participant 
actas provided :'?is data. 5xotidary sources included a h k  entitled 
Diploma: lntefnatianal Sshwle and University Entrance (1968) by M. 



Mayer of the ':-wentieth Century Fund in New York, which desaibed 
the beginnings of the IB. The Fund had provided finance to develop an 
international curriculum. Although Mayer attended meetings of the 
founders of the TB in Gene::a, he himself could not be described as a key 
actor; his role was to see that the money was being well spent and in 
this capacity his hb: provides interesting data. 

Conference of Internatio~lly Minded % h i s  (Cl$) 
International Schools Assclcktion USA) 
International Schools Examination Syndicate (ISES) 
IB Council of Foundation 
&lard of the International Schnof of Geneva 

Cl$, ISA, ISES, IB Office and personal lettcn between 
key actor$ and between key actors and the l~searrher 

IB, ISA and E U S  (European Council of lnternatioraal 
Schools) conferences including t r a d p t s  of key 
spaken; iB biiltetins: 18 regional oiiiw; nationa1 
govtmmenh and education authorities 

b k s  mu articls literature search 

Table 4. i  Primary Sources of Iwfnrmation for the Study 

The fieca!?ection of data is focused by the research question and the 
conceptual framework; i t  is bound by sampling. In this study sampling 
wmis with iespc; to ?he choice of the most important actors fur 
interview. 

Sampling of key actors was directed by the drxumentarion (including 
minutes of meetings) concerning the origins of the IB and its 
development. The researcher's ever-increasing network of contacts in 
ifie head office and regional offices of the IB, and at the government 
aiid scheii ieve: in Austpaiia and in setlcrai other couniries freiating io 

Val-dity is the "extent to which the observation chosen to demonstrate 
a characteristic of a situation or an individual reflects what i s  
consensually felt to be the 'true' characteristic" (Bauer & Cergen 1%: 
2081. Face validity is a direct and intuitively obvious relationship with 
the characteristic being measured; for example, one method of 
determining the influence of elite actors might include calculating the 



amount of newspaper space given to certain individuals. Usually, 
however, the causes of behaviour, attitudes, and other psychological 
traits can rarely be measured in this way because perceptions of these 
internal, personal characteristics vary. Construct validity is helpful here. 
ft is obtained by correlating one's observations to other observations of 
the individual that should he rationally or thearetically related. 

the extent to which the findings are generalisable) is demonstrated 
through consensual agreement from multiple, indegffident data 
,sources. External validity is, by definition, suspect in a case study, but it 
is assisted in two ways. 

Firstly, the philosophy, values and purposes which prompted the 
crearibn of the TB become apparent during the discussion; these 
characteristics motivated the founders and promoters and presumably 
\%,ere appealing to those schools and governments which then went on 
to adopt the program. These and other influential factors, identified 
with ihe types uf actors who assisted the development of the 113, may be 
some of the same elenents which would help to explain or plan its 
adoption in government and non-government schools in western 
industrialised nations. There may be less external validiky in relation to 
non-western industrialised nations such as some African or South 
American countries where cultural, political and technological contexts 

Secondly, thick description provides enough information about a 
context to "impart a vicarious experience of it. and ... to facilitate 
judpents  about the extent to which working hypotheses from that 
cantext might b9 trsnsferable to a second or similar context" (Guba & 
Linrotn 1983: 3283. The extent to which this is applicabla in this research 
wiii be discussed in the findings. 

Reiiabiiity means the degree to which the conclusions rvould be the 
same if the rrese~rch were replicated; it concerns the dependability of the 
results. f ase studies cannot compiy with the reliability test of 
repfieability. h t e a d ,  teliabiliky is based on "stability of data after site or 
design changes have been accounted for. Thus procedures under 

Selected Methodalogiral Issues 



lnvestigatar Bins 

The researcher has been directly involved in IB policy formarion and 
imp1 =mentation at a national governnient level in Australia and 
repre.,ented the Australian Education Council (of Ministers of 
Educz tion) at the annual IB Council of Foundation meetings in Geneva 
from 987 to 1980. Subsequently the writer has been headmastm of the 
Interr ationd School of §ophia Antipiis, a bilingual IR school near 
Nice i n  the south of France. He is a supporter of the is. This 
"attitudi~a1 disposition of the researcher may cause him to scan his 
environment in a biased fashion" (Bauer & Gergen 1968: 213). To 
minimise the risk of 1 value-laden interpretation, cross checking of 
multiple sources of &nforznation and assumptions occurred. As 
previously stated, this reliance on muitipie sources of data fur the same 
event and the use of many primary sources enhances the objectivity of 
the investigator and therefore the internal validity of the study. 

Hocking (1989: 54) advocates a number of other precautions to diminish 
investigator bias The rsearcher must be quite explicit about the nature 
of the evidence: distinctions between primary and secondary wurcei, 
desaiption and interprekation, and verbatim accounts and summaries 
should be made. The accuracy of transcripts should be independently 
checked. 

Ilre ~ n t e ~ a t i o n a l  perspective of this study raises another aspect of 
potential bias: ease of access to data by an insider (a national or local) 
and an outstder (foreigner). The insider has in-depth knowledge of the 
national or local context which provides background to the issues. the 
language, and credibility within the country. The outsider, on the other 
hand, has an objective, fresh view, posing questions from a different 
frame of reference and with the advantage of anonymity which may 
fosler more openness. Ideally, interaction between researchers who are 
insiders and outsiders stimulates discovery of new aspects and "corrects 
for posltive biases in interpretation stemming from conscious or 
unconscio~ s normative comparisons with the 'standard' of the 
researcher's home country" (Dierkes 1987: 510). 

The writer has, during the course of this study, been both an outsider 
and insider in relation to the IB Organisation in Geneva: first as an 
observer from Australia and then as a member of the principal policy 
making body, the If3 Council of Foundation. 

Interviews 

The importance of the interview in this study is its pawer ta bring out 
the informal influences and internal (psychological) characteristics of 
the protagonists. Salid data cm values and motives of policy makers and 
implementors is much less accessible by written means and even %-hen 
forthcoming ftom interviews or casual conversations must be treated 
with circumspection. The researcher must alert to the possibility of 
self-serving explanations by key actors and must resist the urge to treat 
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assumptions of speculations about what happened as indisputable facts. 

The problem of inaccurate recall introduced by the retrospertivity of the 
study has already been mentioned; it can be partially alleviated through 
moss checking by other available data sources. A multiple appro,:ch to 
the coffection of data is called triangulation which Guba (1981: 871 
descsibes as "collecting data from a variety of prspectives, wing a 
variety of methods." As previously mentioned, this enhances the 
validity and reliability of research. IJI this study a combination of 
docu&entary (literature, minutes, reports, etc.) and interviews 
concerning the same events constitutes triangulation. It also provides a 
more vivid comprehension of the action. 1 l 

Elements of the context are ~iluminatd. In ths we, tr~angulahon may k 
used not only to exarmne the same p h e n a m n  from multiple 
perspechves but also to enrich our understanding by al~owng for new or 
deeper dimnsions to emerge Usk 1979 tKB-41. 

Different types of face-twface interviews exist. The standardised survey 
(structured) interview where the same quetions are asked in the same 
manner of all respondents is most usefd at the following two stages of 
policy research: 

I At the introductory stages where the researcher is testing unexplored 
terrain it can yield a rich volume of information to be used in 
formulating more specific hypotheses (or frameworks). Open ended 
questions are more useful here. 

2 Once frameworks have been developed and the researcher has a 
better understanding of appropriate response alternatives, more 
specific questions can be devised to elicit infannation relevant to the 
study (Bauer & Gergen 1968: 222). 

Then there is the semi-structured or focused interview which is 
sensitive io unantitipated responses. i-iere the investigator shapes an 
interview guide based on the major areas of enquiry as defined by the 
research questions and the conceptual framework. All interviewees 
may receive a few questions in common, but the guide provides the foci 
and there is considerabie freedom as the interviewer determines, often 
spontanmwly, the exact form and structure of questions and decides 
when to pro& more deeply. The very active role of the researcher as 
interviewer and the lack of a set of standardised questions increases the 
potential. for investigator bias, but cross checking of multiple sources is 
one way of reducing this potential, The focused interview is particularly 
apt for elite actors in the policy process. It is "especially advantageous 
with persons of high prominence who play such a distinctive rote in 
the policy making process that greater flexibility of questioning is 
desirable" (Bauer h Gergen 1% W). 

In this study the emphasis was on the focused interview, including just 
a few structured questions. Care was taken to frame the i a t w  in such a 
way as to eficit information prtinenl to the study without "loading" 



content validity. 

A focused or semi-structured interview is particularly suited to 
aualitative research where the generation of concepts and - 
&derstanding is more important than in cpantitative research. 

The m-structured internew ... has the advantage of e n g  reawnably 
obpet~ve wh11e shll permitting a Rmre thorough understanrltng of the 
respondent's opinions and the reasonhhid them than wouId !E possible 
usvg the ma~lcd questionmm (brg 8r Gall 1983: 442). 

Imptessicms, opinions and perwptions concerning key actors will be 
told more frankly and with more feeling through the personal contact 
and interest shown by a focused interview. Interviews add a wannth to 
cold data fCarrutherv 1990: 67). 

Bhowan ( 2 9 0 :  911 suggests informal questions and discussion around a 
key theme (the focused interview) as superior t t  questicnnaires for elite 
actors who treat the latter with neglect because they are loathe to put 
their thot;ghis on paper (particularly concerning other people's actions) 
and often simply do not have the time! 

Numerous informal discussions with key actors also tmk place at 
conferences, at  dinners, or when the researcher found himself next to 
an actor on the plane. Such occasions are invaluable for seeking 
information providing the timing is right; that is, providing that the 
interlocutor is not preoccupied with preparing reports or other 
business. 

The Conceptual Frtmework and the Data 

From the preceding discussion it should be clear that two methods were 
used to collect relevant information: 

1 scrutiny of the literature and documentation (meeting minutes, 
organisation files, correspondence, reports); and 

2 interviews and informal conversations with key actors externai to 
and connected with the It3 Office (some now in retireaent). Thee  
were obtained while attending various meetings mostly in Europe 
where these actors were present. Site visits to some schools also 
occurred. 

Exact sources of data are indicated during the analysis and, where 
appropriate, the place and date obtained. A Iist of primary sources of 
data was provided in Table 4.1. 

The conceptual framework ~ o n t d h s  the characteristics of policy 
formation and implementation selected to respond to the research 
question which is restated in the inrroduction to this chapter. How does 
the data collection process and the information it provides relate to the 
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conceptual framework? 

Stages of Policy Furmatia and ImpIemmf~lion oan  Time 

The axis AB (Figure 3.1) of the model shows four stages of policy 
making: problem definition, aggregation, agenda setting, poliey 
decision. These are followed by three stages of implementation: design, 
administration and execution. The reader will remernkr that this 
process is indicated as linear and temparal although in rgality 
backwards and forwards shifts may occur, and steps may b amitid, 
These stages of the policy process are the constants for the study; GB is 
the central axis of the framework. Each step nwds to be broken down 
into its major compnents to faie.tate questions 'vhich will assist the 
analysis of policy formation and 'vlewentaticn. The following 
identification of constituent faztors d associated questions relate to 
the discussion of each stage in Chapt~ .  3 and stems from an idea by 
]ones (19%: 66-63. 

Problem definition 
Scope: How many p p l e  are affected a d  who are they? 
Pctcqrtisn: Who perceives what? What are the nbjeaive fa-ts? 
Event: Which actors perceive different causes? Why? 
Definition: h it arise fmm the muse57 How inaiiy 
contending definitions are M? Are rea!istic solutions implied? 
Influcnccz: Which factors most influence which actors in 
arriving at a definition? Do influential factors restrict 
appreciation of the whole problem? Will the definition be 
meaningful to decision makers? 

Aggregation 
Extent: Which p u p s  form and who are their mernh57 Why? 
What needs and/or solutions do (hey express? 
Structure What is the relationship lxtween members and 
lesders - hierarchical? democratic? 
Lrudership: How do leaders atis? How much aufhority do they 
have? How do they behave - aggressively, tactfully, etc.? 

Agenda %tting 
Articulaiion; WRo articulates the needs and proposed 
sclutions? 
Con!ex!: m a !  will appal  iiwsi io decision m k e n  at this stage 
of policy formation - family welfare? technical analysis? 
self-interest? political considerations? Is the person (sr 
persons) representing the a m t e d  opinion the ow who can 
@arm best in this context? 
ACCCSS: Are those affected by c o n s g w x ~ ~  of t k  pmblm 
repr-ented by thos in policy making positions? 
Empathy: Are p~liey makers likely to empathise with those 
affected? 
Stfucturr: What relationships mist between policy actors and 
those affected - hierarchical? democratic? bargaining? 
Agenda: How full is  it? What arp the current preormpation3 of 
policy mske~s? How compAling is the ~rideffce or the 
representation? 
Respansiueness: How mponsive are policy aetors to those 
affmted? What is the tradition of responsiveness? 

Policy Dsision 
Type: Is it unilateral, consultative or responsive to i~tercst 
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$roupdemandul 
Actors; !+'ha are the policy makers? Are they the same pwpte 
who were involved at other stages (such as in the definition of 
the pwblem)? I& tt.e policy actors share the same perceptions of 
the problem definition and its proposed 4olutiorm with thse 
bringing the issue to their attention? 
Context: What influenced the actors to take the decision? 

-W 
Actors.: Who designs the "treatment" or innovation? Are they 
the =me p p l e  who plan its implementation? 
Context: What influences action at this stage? 
Structure: Were any of the actors involved during the 
formation phase? What relationship exists betxveen 
irnplementars and policy makers? Wilt this reliitionship 
entrance or o h e t  palicy implementation? 

Administration 
Rewurcn; What are the budget, human and material needs for 
policy implementation? 
Sttuctvre: What administrative organistion is necessary? Is 
parliamcnmry legislation involved? 
Actors: k their training of palicy deliverers? By whom? 

Exmtion 
Actors: Wtro a.- the recipients? Who are the deliverers? 
Respotsioenss: How respasive are the recipients? 
Stnrcturc:What relationshi] ! exists between those who orecvte 
the pclicy, those whu d d g  its implementation, and those who 
receive it? - hierarchical? di m~rat ic?  

The components identified for each stage are not definitive; other facets 
could be incl~ded. Each of the above questions relates directly or 

'l 

indirectly to elemens on one or both of the other axes: actors (axis AC) 
and factors (AD) influencing policy formation and implementation. 
Moreover the components and questions lead naturally to an i~nalysis 
of the policy process and its interdependence with the actors involved 
and the factors influencing their behaviour. The answers to the 
questions are gleaned from a combination of the data sources aiready 

The time dimension is implicit in each of the stages and i s  not restricted 
to 'he line= representation of the AB axis as has been previously 
discussed. Generally, rhe AB axis structures the chronological 
development of the analysis, allowing for hist~rical breaks and shifts 
backwards or fonvzrds as tke events of IB poliq formation and 
implementation dictate. 

Influential Factors 

Features of the factors influencing palicy formation and 
implemenkatian (on the AD axis) have been drawn out in Chapter 3; 
desmiptions of the environmental elements are to be found in the 
discussion of Systems Theory in Chapter 2. The environment was 
defined (in Chapter 3) as any societal or institutional condition or 
circumstance external to the actors. in the conceptual framework it 
comprises international diffusion, technology, politics, society, 
education and ecanomics. Except for the first, these factors may exist at 



an institution) and internationally (external to a countrf). Components 
of environmental factors are easily identifiable amongst the data which 
have been gathered and which often include comments to help gauge 
the intensity of influence of one factor vis-bvis another. 

The four remaining factors on the AD axis are: self-interest, ideologies, 
famiiy welfare and technical analysis. As discussed in Chapter 3, self- 
interest and ideologies exist on a personal level, although they may be 
respectively propelled and shaped kj the national or international 
context Cata concerning these aspects comes from the protagonists 
themselves, from other actors' opinions and from observakions of 
marked behaviour changes followed by rapid promotion or other 
objectively recognisable gains. Effects on the expatriated famiiy of 
seeking appropriate pre-tertiary education for the children m c  
through quite clearly in the interviews and other documentation. 
Conversely, the widening of horizons provided by an IB curriculum for 
children of a family in their home country is also there in the data. The 
impact of family welfare on policy fc rrnation and implementation is 
quite discernible. The influence of technical information provided by 
experts is identifiable in the data, particularly in relaaon to the moment 
of taking the policy decision and to the design stage of irrzplementation. 

As each stage of policy formation and implementation is considered, 
one or more of the elements on the AD axis wLl1 have influenced the 
khaviour of actors at that stage and/or identified the context in which 
the action of paiiey formation and implementation takes place. For 
example, take the questions relating to the extent of aggregation in the 
discussion mncerning the policy process axis (AB): which groups form 
and who are their members? Why? The response to the last question 
lies amongst one or more of the factors influencing the policy process 
on the AD axis; there is a reason why p p l e  aggregate around a 
particular issue. The interdependence of the t h r e  dimensions of the 
conceptual matrix is inevitable: "there is a reason why (influential 
factor, axis AD) peap!r (actsrs, 4 s  AI?) Egpegfife (stage of piicy 
formation, axis AB) around a particular issue (the development of fB 
policy). Via the data collection methods outlined, information is 
gathered which enables the complexities of policy formation and 
implementation to be analysed within the framework of the mnceptuaf 
model. This may include the use of multiple sources of answers to the 
same question to identify the response which is the most accurate; less 
objective information about the attitudes of actors and why they 
conducted themselves as they &c- have more validity if they are 
subjected to this comparative aggregate analysis. Multiple sources could 
indude the verbal account of several actors (including the actor under 
investigation who thereby constitutes a primary source), minutes t 
association meetings (primary source) and the writken comments o; 
dispassionate observers in articles or books (secondary sources). 

Axis AC concerns the identificrrtion and behaoiour of actors thmughout 



con&nihg this dimens: n as spotty and unsystematic; influential 
actors are not al~vays e,~,.,y identified and, when they are, the reasons 
for their behaviour are often difficult to determine objectively. 
Nevertheless policy formation and implementation relies on social 
interplay because it is primarily social in character (Bauer & Gergen 
1968: 226). The data gathering methods in this study seek to overcome 
as far as possible the inherent difficulties in obtaining information 
which permits adequate explanation and analysis of human interaction 

Categories of actors appear on the AC axis: headmasters, teachers, 
parents, students, university staff, funding organisations, education 
officials, UNESCO and non-education professionals. The problem is not 
identifying p p l e  belonging to the listed categories, it is determining 
rohihich of these people (or organisations) had the greatest leverage at 
which, stage of the policy process, According to Gergen (in Bauer B 
Gergen l=: 181-2041 influential actors may be identified by their 
reputation, position and extent of social participation. The first two of 
these approaches in particular contribute to the identification of elite 
actors in this study. 

In the correspondence, the focused interviews and the casual 
conversations, "knowledgeable" individuals were asked to nominate 
whom they considered to be the most influential actors in the particular 
instance of IB policy formation or implementation under scrutiny; this 
was identification by reputation, that is, by perceived influence. Actors 
occupying formal leadership positions were able to be distinguished 
amongst the data according to their titles: this was the positional 
approach and it depended on objective data. The social participation 
approach is measured by observing the degree to which the actor is 
publicly involved; for example, patronage of educational or artistic 
events, eharitabie work, media coverage, published works and public 
recognition of achievements. These are direct, objective measures, not 
perce~ved influence and they farm part of the data gathered in this 
studv. A combination af at $east two of the t h r e  methods iilcreases the 
validity of the analysis. Furthermore, if individuals determined by the 
p i t i o n a l  approact- are not nominated by the reputational method, 
elite actors not occupying leadership positions will have been 
unearthed and the perceived unimportance of some formal leaders will 
have 'ken confirmed. h fact, Hofferbert (1974: 226) retninds us that 
"paticy making etites .... are denoted by their proximity to points of 
decision, not by the mechanism of investiture." %me actors with 
leverage are elected by popular preference, some are appointed legally 
and others participate through stakes in private groups. 

Csbb $r Elder (1972: 2) distinguished four types of initiators or actors: 
readjusters, exploiters, circumstantial reactors and d o - g d e ~  These 
were discussed under the "Systems Model" in Chapter 2 and under 
"Actors" in Chapter 3 The method of data mtleetion outlined 
previously provided information which identified thew actor types in 
relation to elements on the AD axis.The categorisations are theinselves 
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clues as to why the actor hecame involved. readjusters because of 
political reasons, exploiters through self-interest, circumstantial reactors 
respond to u n e x p t e d  events, and do-gwders are propelled by their 
ideologies. 

This leads to the behaviour of actors, including their thoughts, 
perceptions and feelings, The systematic gathering of data concerning 
the behaviour and the "internal state" of relevant actors relied heavily 
on focused interviews with the protagonists, supported by verbal 
perceptions and observations and written documentary evidence from 
others. Works by actors sometimes divulged their inner thoughts 
during pol~cy making and implementation and were therefore also 
useful Bauer & Gergen ('1508: 207) place importance on the following as 
indicators of the behaviour and leverage of elite actors: 
. information fed to them from various sources; 

social {rfluences to which they are subjected; 
. Ia rg~r  )%terns of which they are members; and 
. role specifications in which they are enmeshed. 
The data sources for this study provide such information as appropriate 
for various elite actors. 

While elite actors are identified by reputational, positional and soda1 
participation considerations, interest groups are measured by decisional 
analysis through intervi .ws, public records and direct observation 
(Hofferbert 1974: 831. tr this study the vi.ews of parent\, and indirectly of 
students, is assumed to be represented by those parent\ who were 
members of various educational organisations and scht~ol b a r d s  at the 
time of the development of thc IB. From the time of the pilot schools, 
sufficient documentary evidence relating to these interest groups md 
their involvement in the acceptance of the XB in various countries has 
become available and forms part of the data for this research. Elite actors 
have, however, been far more prominent in IB policy formation than 
in:erPjl gaups .  

Summary 

This chapter has b e n  concerned with h o W the investigator collected 
what from where to answer the research question in line with the 
conceptual framework. It began with a reiteration of the research 
question and rhe nature of the task: a qualitative, descriptive, empirical 
case study of I0 policy causation and implementation, Quantitat~t ta ard 
qualitative research methods were briefly compared followed by a 
considerattan cf the methodological implications of an international 
setting. Advantages and disadvantages of the case study approach were 
discussed and the superiority of primary aver secondary data sources 
was examined The use of the various data collection methods for this 
study were desc:ibed. Sampling was discus~d,  and measures b 
maintain high validity and reliability for the study were otrtlined 

Ways of reducing investigator bias were propused and particular 
attention was given to the delivery of the focused interview. The final 



section of the chapter dealt with the link between the dat- gathered and 
the dimensions of the conceptual framework. The examination showed 
how the methods of tapping the data sources provided the information 
necesary to identify and explore the elements on each axis and to 
analyse the dynamic interplay between the stages of the policy process, 
the actors and the factors which influence their behaviour. 

This section concludes with Table 4 2. It outlines which data were 
collected (concerning actars and influential factors), where they were 
collected (data fources) and how they were collected (methodology) for 
each stage of policy formatian and lnpiementation in relation to the 
research question: what are the characteristim of policy formation and 
implementation which led to the establishment of the I% diploma and 
the IB Dffice? 

The next chapter begins the analysis of the development of the I0 from 
its uen. beginnings, i t  focuses on problem definition by various actors 
within different influential contexts and at different periods in time 
This is the first of the analyses of the palicy process stages to attezpt to 
answer the research question. 
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